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 INTRODUCTION 

Green Apple Renewable Fuels, LLC, is planning to construct a renewable fuels facility adjacent 
to the northeast corner of the Phillips 66 Ferndale Refinery (Figure 1). The facility would utilize 
renewable feedstocks to produce renewable diesel fuel. The facility would be constructed on a 
vacant, mowed field south of Unick Road and east of “E” Street. Additional infrastructure would 
be required on the north side of 2nd Street, near the refinery truck racks, and south of the 
existing cogeneration facility. 

The refinery is located in Whatcom County, Washington, adjacent to the Strait of Georgia, 
approximately 10 miles south of the United States–Canada border. The refinery is in Sections 
32 and 33 of Township 39 North, Range 1 East, on the Lummi Bay US Geological Survey 
(USGS) topographic map. The study area is approximately 32 acres, which includes all of the 
field south of an elevated pipeline and the field near the truck racks. 

Wetlands in the study area were originally delineated between 2006 and 2008, and again in 
2012 (URS 2008; URS 2013). Since wetland delineations are generally considered valid by the 
regulatory agencies for a period of 5 years, Green Apple requested that the study area be 
revisited, and the wetland boundaries re-verified. 

AECOM wetland scientists visited the study area on September 20, 2017 (Wetland L), 
November 5-6, 2018 (Wetlands D and F), December 3, 2018 (southern edge of Wetland A), 
April 10, 2019 (Wetland RR), and June 14, 2019 (Wetland C) to update the wetland delineation. 
This report documents the presence and geographic extent of wetlands and adjacent uplands, 
characterizes the wetlands and their features, and describes how wetlands were distinguished 
from uplands. This wetland delineation is subject to agency verification and approval.  
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 METHODS 

 Office Assessment 
The following online documents were reviewed to aid in identification and determination of 
wetlands, streams, species, and habitats in the study area vicinity: 

• US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) Map (USFWS 
2019), accessed at: https://www.fws.gov/wetlands/data/mapper.HTML 

• Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), Soil Survey of Whatcom County Area, 
Washington (NRCS 2018a), accessed at: 
http://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/WebSoilSurvey.aspx 

• USGS Lummi Bay Quadrangle Topographic Map, 7.5-minute series (USGS 2017) 

• Wetland, Stream, and Ditch Map, prepared for the Phillips 66 Ferndale Refinery (AECOM 
2015) 

• Whatcom County Critical Areas Ordinance Maps (Whatcom County Planning & 
Development 2005a–2005e) 

• Ferndale Refinery Layout and Surface Water Drainage Plan (ConocoPhillips 2004) 

• Washington Department of Natural Resources, Natural Heritage Program Wetlands of High 
Conservation Value Map Viewer (WDNR 2019), accessed at: 
http://www.dnr.wa.gov/NHPwetlandviewer 

• Aerial photographs publicly available via the internet (Google Earth, Bing Maps) 

• State of Washington 2016 Wetland Plant List (Lichvar et al. 2016) 

• Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), Priority Habitats and Species on the 
Web (WDFW 2019), accessed at: http://apps.wdfw.wa.gov/phsontheweb/ 

 Wetland Delineation 
Wetland and upland conditions were identified in the study area by a certified professional 
wetland scientist (PWS) following the standard protocol outlined in the following US Army Corps 
of Engineers (USACE) manuals: 

• Army Corps of Engineers Wetlands Delineation Manual (USACE 1987) 

• Regional Supplement to the Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: Western 
Mountains, Valleys, and Coast Region, Version 2.0 (hereafter referred to as the “2010 
Regional Supplement”) (USACE 2010) 

The 2010 Regional Supplement provides technical guidance and procedures specific to the 
non-arid west. To maintain consistency between the state and federal delineations of wetlands, 
the Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology) has repealed Washington 
Administrative Code (WAC) 173-22-080 (the state delineation manual) and replaced it with a 
revision of WAC 173-22-035 that states delineations should be completed according to the 
currently approved federal manual and supplements (the 2010 Regional Supplement). The 
changes were effective March 14, 2011.  

https://www.fws.gov/wetlands/data/mapper.HTML
http://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/WebSoilSurvey.aspx
http://apps.wdfw.wa.gov/phsontheweb/
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For regulatory purposes, wetlands are distinguished from uplands using hydrology, soil, and 
vegetative characteristics, or “indicators,” as the manuals refer to them. A wetland requires 
“inundation or soil saturation long enough during the growing season to create an anaerobic 
condition sufficient to alter chemical and biological activity in the soil, soil microbes, and rooted 
vegetation” (USACE 1987). This anaerobic condition manifests itself via indicators present in 
the soil profile and adaptations in the vegetative community. Descriptions of the delineated 
wetlands are provided in Section 3 below. 

The growing season is technically defined as the period when soil temperatures 12 inches 
below the ground surface (bgs) are greater than 5 degrees Celsius (41 degrees Fahrenheit 
[°F]), according to the 2010 Regional Supplement. The 2010 Regional Supplement also states 
that the determination of growing season should take into account careful observations of 
evidence that active plant growth is occurring. This evidence can include new or recent growth 
such as flowers, new shoots, new leaves, or swollen buds on plants. In the absence of active 
plant growth observations, the length of the growing season may be approximated by the 
beginning and ending dates of 28°F temperatures with 50 percent probability, as estimated by 
the NRCS. The estimated growing season for the study area occurs from March 6 to 
November 14 (a total of 253 days), as determined using NRCS WETS data for Bellingham 
International Airport (NRCS 2018b). The investigations of Wetlands C, D, F, L, and RR occurred 
during the growing season. The investigation of southern portion of Wetland A occurred outside 
of the growing season. 

Fourteen recorded sample plots were used to investigate the study area in 2018, and five 
recorded sample plots were used to investigate the study area in 2019 (Appendix A). Another 
20 sample plots from 2012 and 2017 are also included in Appendix A. Sample plot locations are 
shown on Figures 4, 5 and 6. The sample plots were subjectively located in places that 
appeared to adequately represent the variation in vegetation, soils, and hydrologic regimes 
within the study area. The presence or absence of hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soil, and 
wetland hydrology indicators was documented at each sample plot to justify the delineated 
wetland boundaries.  

 Wetland Hydrology 

To determine whether a vegetation community meets the wetland hydrology criterion, an area is 
examined for inundation, soil saturation, shallow groundwater tables, or other dry-season 
hydrology indicators defined in the 2010 Regional Supplement. An area in which soils are 
inundated or saturated within 12 inches of the soil surface continuously for at least 5 to 12.5 
percent of the growing season meets the criterion for wetland hydrology per the 1987 Wetland 
Delineation Manual. The requirement per the 2010 Regional Supplement is 14 days of 
continuous saturation or inundation. 

Seasonal changes in water levels and the effect of recent precipitation events must be 
considered when evaluating an area’s hydrology, particularly outside of the growing season or 
during the dry summer months. Wetland hydrology can be determined during the summer 
months by documenting the presence of one primary indicator (such as watermarks on 
vegetation, drift deposits, sediment deposits, surface-scoured areas, algal mats, or oxidized root 
channels) or two secondary indicators (such as water-stained leaves, drainage patterns, 
geomorphic position, shallow aquitard, or FAC-neutral test). 
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 Hydric Soil 

Soil pits were dug at sample plot centers to 16 or more inches bgs. Soil color and other 
characteristics were used to distinguish hydric versus non-hydric soils. The Munsell Soil Color 
Chart (X-Rite 2009), the 2010 Regional Supplement, and the Field Indicators of Hydric Soils in 
the United States, version 8.2 (NRCS 2018c), aided in the determinations. The soil survey for 
Whatcom County Area (Figure 2) (NRCS 2018a) was viewed to gain an understanding of the 
soils. 

2.2.3 Hydrophytic Vegetation 

Sample plot centers were situated so that the plots best represented the vegetation present 
within the wetland or upland near the plot location. Plant species and their percent cover were 
recorded for each vegetative stratum, generally using a 30-foot radius for trees, a 15-foot radius 
for shrubs and woody vines, and a 5-foot radius for herbaceous plants. Each species’ wetland 
indicator status was recorded based on its listing in the State of Washington 2016 Wetland Plant 
List (Lichvar et al. 2016). The plot’s hydrophytic vegetation status was calculated per the 
delineation manual methods to determine whether a sample plot met the wetland vegetation 
criteria. 

 Wetland Classification and Functions Assessment 
Wetlands were classified using both the Classification of Wetlands and Deepwater Habitats of 
the United States (Cowardin et al. 1979) and the hydrogeomorphic (HGM) classification 
(Brinson 1993; Hruby 2014). A wetland rating was assigned to each wetland using the 
Washington State Wetland Rating System for Western Washington (Hruby 2014). The 2014 
version is used by both Ecology and Whatcom County (Whatcom County Code [WCC] 
16.16.610C). The Ecology rating system recognizes four categories of wetlands based on their 
sensitivity to disturbance, rarity, the functions they provide, and difficulty of replacement. Rating 
forms are located in Appendix B. Whatcom County determines wetland buffer widths based on 
wetland category, wildlife habitat function, and intensity of development. The proposed 
development is considered high-intensity. 

Wetland delineators visited each wetland and determined wetland classes and categories using 
field observations and resources used during the preliminary data review process. A semi-
quantitative functions assessment was also conducted for the wetlands based on the Ecology 
wetland ratings system. Hydrology, water quality, and habitat functions were evaluated based on 
the scores on the rating forms and the scoring criteria listed in Table 1. The breakdown into low, 
moderate, and high functional categories is adapted from guidance provided in Ecology’s 
Wetland Mitigation in Washington State Part 1 (Ecology et al. 2006) and modified for the 2014 
version of the Wetland Rating System for Western Washington (Hruby 2014). 

Table 1. Wetland Functions Assessment Criteria 
 Criteria1 
Wetland Functions Low Score Moderate 

Score 
High 

Score 
Water Quality Functions 3-5 6-7 8-9 
Hydrology Functions 3-5 6-7 8-9 
Habitat Functions 3-4 5-6 7-9 
1Low, moderate, and high breakdown adapted from guidance in Ecology et al. (2006) and modified 
for the 2014 version of the wetland rating system. 
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 Wetland Boundary Verification 
Boundaries between wetland and upland areas were marked in the field with “Wetland 
Boundary” wire stake flags during the 2018 and 2019 delineations. Where the boundaries 
paralleled roads or ditches, flagging was not used. All wetland and sample plot flags were 
recorded using a Trimble GeoExplorer 6000 Global Positioning System (GPS) unit and post-
processed to achieve sub-meter positional accuracy. Approximately 30 positions were collected 
for each flag. The data were collected using the Washington State Plane North NAD83 
coordinate system. The GPS data were used to produce wetland location maps (Figures 4, 5 
and 6).  

For the current wetland boundary verification, the 2012 wetland boundary and sample points 
were loaded onto a GPS unit as background files. All previously determined wetland boundaries 
were located in the field using the GPS unit. The boundaries were walked, and new sample 
points were collected to confirm the accuracy of the delineation. 

 Habitat Conservation Areas  
Whatcom County maintains jurisdiction over established fish and wildlife conservation areas per 
its Critical Areas Ordinance (WCC Title 16 Article 7). Habitat conservation areas (HCAs) are 
those areas identified as being of critical importance to the maintenance of certain fish, wildlife, 
and/or plant species. These areas are typically identified either by known point locations of 
specific species or by habitat area or both. HCAs include streams regulated as shorelines of the 
state (WAC 173-18-310) or other fish-bearing streams that are known to contain or are 
potentially used by anadromous or resident fish species. HCAs may require buffers from their 
edges (WCC 16.16.740). 

 Geologically Hazardous Areas 
Whatcom County maintains jurisdiction over geologically hazardous areas per its Critical Areas 
Ordinance (WCC Title 16 Article 3). Geologically hazardous areas are those areas susceptible 
to erosion, landslides, earthquakes, volcanic activity, and/or other geologic processes that pose 
a significant risk to people and property. Per WCC 16.16.320, critical facilitiesmust  not be 
constructed or located in geologically hazardous areas if there is a feasible alternative location 
outside geologically hazardous areas that would serve the intended service population. Allowed 
developments must be engineered and/or constructed to minimize risk to health and safety and 
protect the building and occupants from the hazard and to avoid or compensate for impacts to 
other critical areas such as wetlands and HCAs. A qualified professional, licensed in the state of 
Washington, must review projects in geologically hazardous areas to ensure proper design and 
construction that is compliant with WCC 16.16.255.  

 Frequently Flooded Areas 
Whatcom County maintains jurisdiction over frequently flooded areas per its Critical Areas 
Ordinance (WCC Title 16 Article 4). WCC defines frequently flooded areas as those located 
along major rivers, streams, and coastal areas where the depth, velocity, intensity, and 
frequency of flood water during major events present a risk to human life and property. 
Development within these areas must conform to WCC Title 17 Flood Damage Prevention and 
standards defined in WCC 16.16.420. A critical areas report may be required by the county 
public works department for development within a frequently flooded area.  
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 Critical Aquifer Recharge Areas  
Whatcom County maintains jurisdiction over critical aquifer recharge areas per its Critical Areas 
Ordinance (WCC Title 16 Article 5). Critical aquifer recharge areas are defined in the WCC as 
having geologic conditions that allow high infiltration rates that contribute significantly to the 
replenishment of ground water and have high potential for ground water contamination. Critical 
aquifer recharge areas are designated and classified as low, moderate, and high susceptibility 
aquifer recharge areas. Wellhead protection areas are also designated as highly susceptible 
critical aquifer recharge areas. Any areas established by Whatcom County as special 
groundwater management areas or susceptible ground water management areas in accordance 
with WAC 173-200-090 or 173-100-010 are also designated as highly susceptible critical aquifer 
recharge areas. Any proposed development must comply with water source protection 
requirements and must be designed to meet county and other applicable stormwater standards.  
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 RESULTS 

 Study Area Description 
The northeastern study area contains a regularly mowed field with an elevated oil pipeline 
running east-west across it. The field is bounded on the south by 4th Street, on the west by “E” 
Street, on the north by Unick Road, and on the east by a refinery access road below the crude 
tank storage facility. The southeastern study area is a field east of “D” Street, west of Lake 
Terrell Road, and south of an existing cogeneration facility and Puget Sound Energy substation. 
The western study area includes portions of the fields adjacent to the truck racks on the north 
side of 2nd Street and a railroad spur. 

 Vegetation 

The uplands contain mostly non-native grasses, including tall fescue (Schedonorus 
arundinacea), colonial bentgrass (Agrostis capillaris), velvetgrass (Holcus lanatus), sweet vernal 
grass (Anthoxanthum odoratum), and red fescue (Festuca rubra). Non-native forbs include 
English plantain (Plantago lanceolata), birds-foot trefoil (Lotus corniculatus), lesser hawkbit 
(Leontodon saxatilis), hairy cats-ear (Hypochaeris radicata), Queen Anne’s lace (Daucus 
carota), Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense), and self-heal (Prunella vulgaris). Snowberry 
(Symphoricarpos albus) and Himalayan blackberry (Rubus bifrons) are also present in the 
uplands. 

The wetlands are dominated by non-native herbaceous species, including tall fescue, bentgrass 
(Agrostis sp.), reed canarygrass (Phalaris arundinacea), velvetgrass, red fescue, and birds-foot 
trefoil. Native wetland species present include slough sedge (Carex obnupta), soft rush (Juncus 
effusus), field horsetail (Equisetum arvense), and Douglas aster (Symphyotrichum 
subspicatum). 

Wetland plant communities are further described in the individual wetland descriptions below. A 
list of plant species observed in the study area during the site visits, with common and scientific 
names, nativity, and wetland indicator status, is provided in Appendix C. 

 Topography and Drainage 

The eastern study area occurs on a gently sloping glaciomarine terrace at elevations ranging 
from approximately 217 feet in the northeast corner to 193 feet in the southwest corner. Slope 
gradient is generally 0 to 5 percent. The wetlands occur in slightly concave slope positions and 
in very shallow depressions. Occasional to seasonal ponding occurs in the flatter southern part 
of Wetland F and in the interior of Wetland L. Wetland F drains to the south, and Wetland L has 
no apparent surface water outlet. A north-south ditch conveys water into a culvert under 4th 
Street. This ditch is approximately 2 feet wide, with an average scour depth of 1 inch. A second 
ditch parallels 4th Street along the south end of the study area. This ditch is approximately 1.5-
feet wide with 0.5-inch depth of scour. Water from both ditches is conveyed into downstream 
wetlands, which are connected to Lummi Bay (Strait of Georgia) via a seasonal stream. 

The western study area also occurs on a gently sloping glaciomarine terrace at elevations 
ranging from approximately 205 feet in the northeast corner to 195 feet along 2nd Street. Slope 
gradient is generally less than 5 percent. Water drains into the ditch on the north side of 2nd 
Street, which flows into Wetland C. This ditch conveys water to the west into a large wetland 
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system west of “M” Street. Discharge from this wetland enters a series of steep ravines which 
flow into theStrait of Georgia. 

 

 Climate and Water 

Climatic conditions for the study area are characterized by 34.3 inches of average annual 
rainfall, 40°F average winter air temperature, 62°F average summer air temperature, and 
typically about 202 frost-free days per year (NRCS 2018b). As with most of western 
Washington, the highest monthly precipitation occurs between October 1 and March 31, with 
summer showers accounting for only about 11 percent of annual precipitation. 

Table 2 provides antecedent rainfall recorded near the study area for October and November 
2018, and March, April, and June 2019, as well as monthly averages and normal rainfall (30 and 
70 percentiles). Rainfall during October and November was slightly below average but within the 
normal range. Rainfall during March was significantly below normal. The beginning of April, 
however, saw above-normal rainfall. 

Table 2. Summary of Normal and Recorded Precipitation near Study Area 

Category1 October 20182 November 20182 March 20192 April 20192 June 20192 
 Recorded Precipitation 3.03 5.50 1.08 1.64 (April 1-10) 0.16 (June 1-14) 
 Precipitation Average 3.64 5.68 2.99 2.79 (month) 1.51 

Monthly Normal      
30% Chance Less Than 2.41 4.22 2.34 2.02 (month) 1.12 

30% Chance More 
Than 4.36 6.66 3.45 3.29 (month) 2.14 

1Climate data is for the Bellingham International Airport, which is approximately 7 miles from the study area. 
2Recorded in inches. 
 
Accumulated precipitation for the water year (beginning October 1) is shown in Graph 1. For the 
November 5, 2018, site investigation, accumulated precipitation was 5.2 inches, which is slightly 
above the average of 4.6 inches. There were 2.5 inches of precipitation in the 7 days prior to the 
field visit, and 4.5 inches in the 14 days prior. For the December 3, 2018, site investigation, 
accumulated precipitation was 8.6 inches, which is slighlty below the average of 10 inches. 
There was 1 inch of precipitation in the 7 days prior to the field visit, and 2.2 inches in the 14 
days prior. For the April 10, 2019, site investigation, accumulated precipitation was 21.1 inches, 
which was 4.5 inches below average. There was 1 inch of precipitation in the 7 days prior to the 
field visit, and 1.64 inches in the 14 days prior. For the June 14, 2019, site investigation, 
accumulated precipitation was 24.97 inches, which was 5.78 inches below average. There was 
no precipitation in the 7 days prior to the field visit, and 0.16 inch in the 14 days prior. 
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Graph 1. Accumulated Precipitation – Bellingham International Airport, Oct 1, 2018 –       
June 14, 2019 
 
 

 
  Source: NOAA Regional Climate Center, Applied Climate Information System 
 

Dry summers are normal for the study area, and most wetlands at the Phillips 66 Ferndale 
Refinery have a prolonged dry period between June and mid-October. The water table normally 
begins to recharge in mid-October and continues into December. Therefore, the wetlands 
delineated in the study area at the beginning of November would not be expected to display 
surface saturation or a shallow water table this time of year, even during normal precipitation 
years. 

The main sources of water for the wetlands in the study area are direct precipitation, surface 
runoff, and shallow subsurface flow. No saturation or free water was observed within 20 inches 
of the ground surface during the November 5-6, 2018, investigations of Wetlands A, D and F. A 
water table as shallow as 14 inches was observed in Wetland A during the December 3, 2018, 
investigation. The 2012 wetland delineation of Wetlands A, C, D and F occurred during the wet 
season (December). Surface saturation and a water table at or near the soil surface were 
observed in the wetlands. Shallow ponding was also observed in small depressions at that time. 
In the 2012 investigation of Wetland L, a water table was observed within 4 inches of the 
surface and ponding in small depressions was also present. A water table as shallow as 3 
inches was observed in Wetland RR during the April 10, 2019, investigation.  
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During the 2018 and 2019 investigations of Wetlands A, C, D and F, secondary wetland 
hydrology indicators (geomorphic position, FAC-neutral test, saturation visible on aerial imagery, 
shallow aquitard) and oxidized rhizospheres (a primary indicator) were used to make the 
wetland determinations. Iron staining (a primary hydrologic indicator) was present in the wetter 
parts of the wetland interior. During the 2017 investigation of Wetland L, observed hydrology 
indicators included iron deposits, oxidized rhizospheres, geomorphic position and FAC-Neutral 
Test.  

 Soil Types 

According to the Soil Survey of the Whatcom County Area Washington (NRCS 2018a), three 
soil map units are mapped for the study area—Birch Bay silt loam, Whitehorn silt loam, and 
Urban Land (Figure 2). Whitehorn silt loam is mapped over the majority of the study area. 
Birchbay silt loam is mapped along the eastern edge of the eastern study area. Whitehorn silt 
loam is on the NRCS hydric soils list for Whatcom County. 

Birchbay silt loam consists of a very deep, moderately well-drained soil that typically has a dark 
brown surface layer that is 8 to 12 inches thick. The subsoil is a dark yellowish-brown gravelly 
silt loam that is 6 to 20 inches thick. The upper 18 inches of the substratum is a dark yellowish-
brown very gravelly sand, whereas the lower part of the substratum to a depth of 60 inches is 
light olive brown loam. Permeability in the Birchbay soil is moderate in the surface layer, very 
rapid in the sandy upper part of the substratum, and slow in the lower part of the substratum. 
The seasonal water table is 2 to 4 feet below the surface, and runoff is very slow. Hydric soil 
inclusions make up approximately 12 percent of the map unit. 

Whitehorn silt loams consist of very deep, poorly drained soils developed in glaciomarine and 
glaciofluvial deposits with surface influence from volcanic ash and loess. They have a very dark 
brown surface layer to 10 inches. The upper 8 inches of the subsoil is mottled dark brown, light 
olive brown, or grayish-brown loam and very fine sandy loam, whereas the lower 8 inches of the 
subsoil is dark brown or grayish-brown, very gravelly sandy loam containing mottles. The 
substratum typically begins at about 26 inches, with an olive brown or grayish-brown mottled 
loam for about 7 inches over mottled, olive-brown silt loam to 60 inches depth. In some areas, 
the substratum contains sandy lenses and/or pebbles. Runoff is very slow, with ponding 
possible in winter. Permeability is slow, with a seasonal water table at or near the surface. 

Urban Land soils typically have manmade structures in place that limit the investigation of the 
soil profile. These soils may contain disturbed soil profiles lacking defined horizons or consistent 
identifying features. Included in this soil series may be small areas of other local soil profiles. 

Soils in the wetlands appeared to be most similar to the Whitehorn soil. Hydric soil indicators 
observed near the wetland boundaries included Depleted Matrix, Depleted below Dark Surface, 
and Redox Dark Surface.  

 Wetland Inventories 
One wetland is depicted within the study area on the NWI map (Figure 3, USFWS 2017). The 
14.5-acre, palustrine emergent, seasonally flooded wetland (PEM1C) is mapped over much of 
the field south of the pipeline. Several other emergent and forested wetlands are mapped within 
0.5 mile of the study area. 

NWI maps are produced from interpretation of high-elevation aerial photography, with limited 
ground-truthing. They generally depict a very rough estimate of the presence and geographic 
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extent of wetland communities in a given area. Highly seasonal wetlands are often 
underestimated by the NWI. 

 Wetlands Delineated in the Study Area 
Field investigations confirmed the presence of six wetlands in the study area (Figures 4, 5 and 
6), which are labeled Wetlands A, C, D, F, L, and RR for purposes of this report. Only a small 
part of Wetlands A and D occur within the study area. All of Wetlands F and L are within the 
study area. Wetland C occurs to the northwest along the railroad spur at the intersection of 
Unick Road and 2nd Street. The delineated boundaries of Wetlands L and RR did not change 
from the last delineation in 2012. Slight differences in the wetland boundaries of Wetlands A, C, 
D, and F were observed, and the boundaries were adjusted in the field. The characteristics 
defining each wetland, as well as representative photos, are provided below. Wetland sample 
plot data forms, including data forms from 2012, are provided in Appendix A. 

Table 3 provides a summary of wetland characteristics in the study area. Cowardin classes are 
from the USFWS wetland classification system (Cowardin et al. 1979). HGM classes are from 
the HGM Approach developed by Brinson (1993) and others, as modified by Hruby 2014. 
Wetland sizes were calculated from boundaries mapped by GPS and measured using ArcMap. 
Wetland category and rating scores are from the Ecology rating forms (Hruby 2014), which are 
provided in Appendix B. All wetlands were determined to have a surface water connection 
downstream to a Water of the United States, as defined by Section 404 of the federal Clean 
Water Act (CWA). These wetlands are therefore considered to be regulated by the CWA. 

Table 3. Wetlands in the Study Area 

Wetland 
Name 

Cowardin 
Class 

HGM 
Class 

Wetland Size 
(acres) 

Wetland 
Category 

Rating 
Scores¹ 

A Emergent Depressional/Slope 5.8 IV 6-5-4 
C Emergent         Depressional/Slope 1.1 IV 6-6-7 
D Emergent Depressional/Slope 3.0 IV 6-5-4 
F Emergent Depressional/Slope 16.4 IV 4-5-4 
L Emergent Depressional/Slope 3.1 IV 4-5-4 

RR Emergent Depressional 9.9 IV 5-5-3 
¹See Table 1.     

 

 Wetland F 

Wetland F is located near the northeast corner of the refinery (Figure 4). It covers most of the 
field south of an elevated pipeline. It is separated from a wetland to the north (Wetland L) by a 
slight ridge. The entire wetland occurs within the study area and is 16.4 acres. Wetland F is 
characterized as a palustrine emergent, seasonally flooded/saturated wetland under the 
Cowardin system and a depressional and slope wetland under the HGM classification system. 
Wetland F receives water from direct precipitation, surface runoff and ditch flow from adjacent 
uplands, and shallow subsurface flow. Water from the wetland drains into a ditch along the 
south study area boundary. This ditch conveys water into downstream wetlands, which 
discharge into the Strait of Georgia via a seasonal stream. Wetland F is regularly mowed. 
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The surface A horizon varies from 7 to 16 inches thick and is very dark grayish-brown (10YR 
3/2) or very dark gray (10YR 3/1) loam or silt loam with none to common distinct redox 
concentrations as masses or pore linings. The subsurface layer is dark grayish-brown (2.5Y 4/2) 
to gray (2.5Y 5/1) sandy loam to silty clay loam with common distinct redox concentrations as 
masses and pore linings. Fine gravels are present in some soils, as well as a slightly cemented 
layer below 12 inches. 

Surface saturation was not observed during the November 5-6 inspection. During the December 
20-21, 2012, inspection, a water table was observed within 4 inches of the surface, with shallow 
ponding in small depressions. 

Wetland F contains an emergent vegetation cover class. Dominant herbaceous species include 
pasture grasses such as colonial bentgrass, tall fescue, red fescue, reed canarygrass, and 
velvet grass, as well as soft rush and slough sedge. Common forbs occurring on the site include 
Douglas aster, birds-foot trefoil, and Canada thistle. 

Wetland F rates as a Category IV wetland according the 2014 version of Ecology's rating 
system. Rating forms and figures are provided in Appendix B. According to Ecology’s rating 
system, Wetland F has a low level of function for wildlife habitat. Category IV wetlands would 
have a 50-foot buffer for high-intensity development. 
 

 
Wetland F facing north 
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 Wetland F facing northeast 

 Wetland A 

Wetland A is located north of 2nd Street and south of Unick Road, between the truck racks and 
the administrative offices (Figure 5). Wetland A is separated from Wetland D by the truck racks 
and access road. The study area included a 100-foot-wide corridor on the north side of 2nd 
Street. Wetland A is approximately 5.8 acres, with 1.1 acres within the study area. 

Wetland A is characterized as a palustrine emergent, seasonally flooded/saturated wetland 
under the Cowardin system and a depressional and slope wetland under the HGM classification 
system. Wetland A has no channelized input from surrounding uplands, receiving its water from 
direct precipitation, surface runoff from adjacent uplands, and shallow subsurface flow. Runoff 
from Wetland A flows into a ditch on the north side of 2nd Street. 

The surface plow layer (approximately 9 inches) is very dark grayish-brown (10YR 3/2) or very 
dark gray (10YR 3/1) loam or silt loam with none to few faint redox concentrations. The 
subsurface layer is dark grayish-brown (2.5Y 4/2) to gray (2.5Y 5/1) gravelly loam, sandy loam, 
clay loam, or silty clay loam with common distinct redox concentrations as masses and pore 
linings. 

A water table was observed within 14 inches within the southwest part of the wetland during the 
December 3, 2018 investigation. Hydrology indicators include FAC-neutral test, geomorphic 
position, and saturation visible on aerial photography. 

Wetland A contains an emergent vegetation cover class. Dominant herbaceous species include 
pasture grasses such as colonial bentgrass, tall fescue, red fescue, velvetgrass, and sweet 
vernal grass, as well as slough sedge, soft rush, birds-foot trefoil, and Douglas aster. 
 
Wetland A rates as a Category IV wetland according to the 2014 version of Ecology's rating 
system (Appendix B). Whatcom County determines wetland buffer widths based on wetland 
category, wildlife habitat function, and intensity of development.According to Ecology’s rating 
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system, Wetland A has a low level of function for wildlife habitat. Category IV wetlands would 
have a 50-foot buffer for high-intensity development. 
 
Compensatory mitigation ratios in Whatcom County depend on the nature of the mitigation 
activity. For Category IV wetlands, the following mitigation ratios apply: 1.5:1 for creation, 3:1 for 
rehabilitation, and 6:1 for enhancement. 
 
 
 

 
Wetland A facing west 

 
Wetland A facing east 
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 Wetland C 

Wetland C is located near the northwest corner of the refinery, adjacent to a railroad spur at the 
intersection of Unick Road and 2nd Street (Figure 5). It is separated from a wetland to the east 
(Wetland D) by a slight ridge. The entire wetland is 1.1 acres.  

Wetland C is characterized as palustrine emergent under the Cowardin system and 
Depressional/Slope under the HGM classification system. Wetland C receives water from direct 
precipitation, surface runoff from adjacent uplands, and shallow subsurface flow.  

The surface plow layer (approximately 6 inches) is dark grayish-brown (10YR 3/2) loam with 
some gravel present. The subsurface layer is dark grayish-brown (2.5Y 4/2) at 6 to 13 inches 
and olive grey (5Y 5/2) from 13 to 16 inches. The texture is a clay loam with common distinct 
redox concentrations as masses and pore linings. 

A water table or saturation were observed near the soil surface during the December 2012 site 
visit. Hydrology indicators include oxidized rhizospheres along living roots, FAC-neutral test, and 
geomorphic position. 

Wetland C contains an emergent vegetation cover class. Dominant herbaceous species include 
pasture grasses such as colonial bentgrass, tall fescue, velvetgrass, and sweet vernal grass, as 
well as soft rush, birds-foot trefoil, and reed canarygrass. Vegetation is regularly mowed.  
 
Wetland C rates as a Category IV wetland according to the 2014 version of Ecology's rating 
system. Rating forms and figures are provided in Appendix B. According to Ecology’s rating 
system, Wetland C has a low level of function for wildlife habitat. Category IV wetlands would 
have a 50-foot buffer for high-intensity development. 
 

 
Wetland C facing southwest 
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Wetland C facing northeast 

 

 Wetland D 

Wetland D is located north of 2nd Street and south of Unick Road, between the truck racks and 
a railroad spur (Figure 5). The study area included the field within approximately 100 feet of the 
truck racks. Wetland D is approximately 3.0 acres, with 1.0 acres within the study area. 

Wetland D is characterized as a palustrine emergent, seasonally flooded/saturated wetland 
under the Cowardin system and a depressional and slope wetland under the HGM classification 
system. Wetland D has no channelized input from surrounding uplands, receiving its water from 
direct precipitation, surface runoff from adjacent uplands, and shallow subsurface flow. Runoff 
from Wetland D flows into a ditch on the north side of 2nd Street. 

The surface plow layer (approximately 10 inches) is very dark grayish-brown (10YR 3/2) or very 
dark gray (10YR 3/1) silt loam or clay loam with none to few faint redox concentrations. The 
subsurface layer is dark grayish-brown (2.5Y 4/2) to gray (2.5Y 5/1) sandy loam or clay loam 
with common distinct redox concentrations as masses and pore linings. 

No water table or saturation was observed within 16 inches during the November 6, 2018, site 
visit. Surface saturation was observed throughout the wetland during the previous delineation in 
December 2012. Hydrology indicators include FAC-neutral test, geomorphic position, and 
saturation visible on aerial photography. 

Wetland D contains an emergent vegetation cover class. Dominant herbaceous species include 
pasture grasses such as colonial bentgrass, tall fescue, red fescue, velvetgrass, and sweet 
vernal grass, as well as slough sedge, soft rush, birds-foot trefoil, and Douglas aster. 
 
Wetland D rates as a Category IV wetland according to the 2014 version of Ecology's rating 
system. Rating forms and figures are provided in Appendix B. According to Ecology’s rating 
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system, Wetland D has a low level of function for wildlife habitat. Category IV wetlands would 
have a 50-foot buffer for high-intensity development. 
 

 
Wetland D facing southeast 

 
Wetland D facing west 
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 Wetland L 

Wetland L is located in the field north of the elevated pipeline (Figure 4). It is 3.1 acres and 
entirely within the study area. Wetland L is characterized as a palustrine emergent, seasonally 
flooded/saturated wetland under the Cowardin system and a depressional and slope wetland 
under the HGM classification system. Wetland L has no channelized input from surrounding 
uplands, receiving its water from direct precipitation, surface runoff from adjacent uplands, and 
shallow subsurface flow. It appears that Wetland L is hydrologically isolated, as no outlet was 
observed. Wetland L is regularly mowed. 
 
The surface plow layer (9 inches) is very dark grayish-brown (10YR 3/2) loam or silt loam with 
none to few faint redox concentrations. The subsurface layer is dark grayish-brown (2.5Y 4/2) to 
gray (2.5Y 5/1) gravelly loam, sandy loam, or clay loam with common distinct redox 
concentrations as masses and pore linings. 
 
No surface saturation was observed during the September 2017 inspection; however, the 
surface was moist from recent precipitation. Hydrology indicators include oxidized root 
channels, iron staining, FAC-neutral test, and geomorphic position, as well as deep ruts in the 
field and moisture signatures on aerial photography. 
 
Wetland L contains an emergent vegetation cover class. Dominant herbaceous species include 
pasture grasses such as reed canarygrass, tall fescue, red fescue, velvetgrass, meadow foxtail 
(Alopecurus pratensis), and colonial bentgrass, as well as soft rush, birds-foot trefoil, Douglas 
aster, and field horsetail. 
 
Wetland L is classified as a Category IV wetland according to both the 2004 and 2014 versions 
of Ecology's rating system. Rating forms for the 2014 version are provided in Appendix B. 
According to Ecology’s rating system, Wetland L has a low level of function for wildlife habitat. 
Category IV wetlands would have a 50-foot buffer for high-intensity development. 
 

 

Wetland L facing north 
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Wetland L facing northeast 

 Wetland RR 

Wetland RR is located east of “D” Street and west of Lake Terrell Road, south of an existing 
cogeneration facility and Puget Sound Energy substation. The entire wetland was delineated in 
2012. The current study area was visited on April 10, 2019 and includes approximately 3.5 
acres in the northwest corner of the wetland. The wetland boundary had not changed. The total 
wetland area is approximately 9.9 acres. It is separated from forested wetlands to the south by a 
topographic break (approximately 4- to 10-foot drop in elevation). There is a ditch west of the 
wetland that is separated from the wetland by a low berm. The wetland boundary and sample 
plot locations are shown in Figure 6. 

Wetland RR is characterized as a depressional wetland under the HGM classification system. It 
is generally flat to very gradually sloping with small depressions that can temporarily pond 
water. It primarily receives direct precipitation and small amounts of surface runoff and shallow 
subsurface flow from adjacent uplands. The soils are generally dark (10YR 3/1) loam to 16 or 
more inches. Redox concentrations generally begin at 6 inches and extend throughout the lower 
profile, meeting the Redox Dark Surface hydric soil indicator (F6). 

A water table was observed within 10 inches of the soil surface during the April 2019 site visit. 
Shallow ponding was observed in small, isolated depressions. The wetland is expected to dry 
out as the growing season progresses. In previous years, the wetland was observed to be dry in 
June. 
 
Wetland RR contains an emergent wetland class dominated almost exclusively by reed 
canarygrass. The field is mowed at least yearly. Other species with minor cover observed in 
previous site visits include creeping bentgrass (Agrostis stolonifera), stinging nettle (Urtica 
dioica), Himalayan blackberry, bluegrass (Poa sp.), sweet vernal grass, tall fescue, thistle 
(Cirsium sp.), vetch (Vicia sp.), red fescue, and velvet grass. 

Wetland RR is classified as a Category IV wetland according to Ecology's rating system, which 
Whatcom County also uses. Forms are provided in Appendix B. According to Ecology’s rating 
system, this wetland has a low level of function for wildlife habitat. This Category IV wetland 
would have a 50-foot buffer for high-intensity development. 
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Wetland RR facing south 

 Other Drainage Features 

 4th Street Ditch 

This ditch parallels the north side of 4th Street and adjacent pipelines and receives flow from 
Wetland F (Figure 4). Water flows into a culvert under 4th Street then into another ditch running 
south along “D” Street. This ditch discharges into a large wetland complex that is connected to 
Lummi Bay via an unnamed, seasonal stream. This ditch is considered jurisdictional pending a 
determination by the USACE. The on-site ditch is approximately 2 feet wide and 4 inches deep 
at ordinary high water. It does not support fish based on a lack of habitat. 
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4th Street Ditch facing west 

 

 2nd Street Ditch 

This ditch parallels the north side of 2nd Street and receives flow from both Wetland A and 
Wetland D (Figure 5). Water flows west across “M” Street into a large wetland complex. 
Discharge from the wetland is through a series of steep ravines into theStrait of Georgia. This 
ditch is considered jurisdictional pending a determination by the USACE. The ditch is 
approximately 3 feet wide and 4 inches deep at ordinary high water. It does not support fish 
based on a lack of habitat. 
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2nd Street Ditch facing east (upstream) 

 Lake Terrell Road Ditch 

This ditch parallels the west side of Lake Terrell Road and receives runoff from the road. Water 
flows south out of the study area into an intermittent stream (sometimes referred to as Onion 
Creek) which continues through a large wetland complex and flows into the refinery NPDES-
permitted outfall structure above Slater Road. Water leaves the outfall through a culvert under 
Slater Road and discharges into Lummi Bay (Strait of Georgia). This ditch is considered 
jurisdictional pending a determination by the USACE. Flowing water and algal mats were 
observed immediately downstream of the study area. The ditch is approximately 2 feet wide and 
lined with rock. It does not support fish within the study area based on the lack of habitat. There 
are some grasses present in the ditch but no wetland vegetation.  
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Lake Terrell Road Ditch facing north (upstream) 
 

 
    Lake Terrell Road Ditch and existing gate (facing north)  

 Habitat Conservation Areas 

 Streams  

The Whatcom County Salmonid Fish HCA map shows one stream in the southeast corner of the 
Phillips 66 Ferndale Refinery property (Whatcom County Planning and Development 2005a). 
This stream is classified as HCA 1b: ”Other fish bearing streams with presumed 
potential/historic distribution”, with a 100-foot buffer. This stream, sometimes referred to as 
Onion Creek, is several hundred feet south of the study area. 

 Priority Habitat and Species  

Priority habitat and species described in Whatcom County Code include state priority habitats 
and areas associated with state priority species. The Wildlife HCA map and Whatcom County 
GIS layer for species habitat show peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus) and bald eagle 
(Haliaeetus leucocephalus) habitat along the shoreline of the Georgia Strait (Whatcom County 
Planning and Development 2005b), which is outside of the study area. 

The Wildlife HCA map also shows an area designated as HCA 3, Habitats and Areas Associated 
with a State Priority Species, in the southeastern corner of the Phillips 66 Ferndale Refinery 
along the stream indicated above (Whatcom County Planning and Development 2005b). 
However, the more recent WDFW Priority Habitat and Species Map does not show any priority 
species in this location (WDFW 2019).  

The WDFW Priority Habitat and Species map shows breeding areas for big brown bat 
(Eptesicus fuscus) and little brown bat (Myotis lucifugus) within the forested wetlands in the 
southeast corner of the Phillips 66 Ferndale Refinery property (WDFW 2019), as well as 
Wetland F which is within the study area. The shoreline of Georgia Strait is identified as a 
biodiversity corridor and also is a breeding area for little brown bat and big brown bat. There is 
no suitable big brown bat or little brown bat habitat within the study area. 
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WDFW also shows occurrence of gray wolf (Canis lupus) in these same locations, but due to 
development and lack of suitable habitat, it is unlikely that wolves are present in the study area.   

Based on review of existing documentation from WDFW, the Washington Natural Heritage 
Program, and the Whatcom County Wildlife HCA map, no federal- or state-listed threatened or 
endangered species are known to occur on the study area.  

 Geologically Hazardous Areas 
The Whatcom County Geologically Hazardous Areas map shows there are no landslide hazard 
areas, mine hazard areas, or alluvial fan hazard areas within the Phillips 66 Ferndale Refinery 
property (Whatcom County Planning and Development Services 2005c). The Seismic Hazard 
Areas map ranks the property as low for liquefaction susceptibility and with some potential for 
enhanced ground shaking (Class C). The study area is outside the area for any volcanic 
hazards. 

 Frequently Flooded Areas 
This critical area does not occur within the study area. The Whatcom County Frequently 
Flooded Areas map shows there are no areas within the Phillips 66 Ferndale Refinery property 
that are frequently flooded (Whatcom County Planning and Development Services 2005d).  

 Critical Aquifer Recharge Areas  
The Whatcom County Critical Aquifer Recharge Areas Map did not assess Phillips 66 Ferndale 
Refinery property for aquifer susceptibility to containments and shows the area as “Susceptibility 
Unassessed” (Whatcom County Planning and Development Services 2005e). The areas 
surrounding the refinery property are moderate and low for aquifer susceptibility, which indicates 
that the groundwater is less susceptible to contaminants. 
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 REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS 

The proposed renewable fuels project must consider the presence of six on-site wetlands and 
associated jurisdictional ditches and buffers. Plans must address permanent and temporary, 
direct and indirect impacts to the wetlands and buffers, and permits will be required to fill or 
modify wetlands. The USACE regulates Waters of the US, including wetlands, through Section 
404 of the CWA. Ecology regulates water quality, and thereby wetlands and other waters, 
through Section 401 of the CWA. Whatcom County regulates wetlands through its Critical Areas 
Ordinance (Whatcom County 2019). 
 
Federal permitting may require authorization by either Individual Permit or through the use of 
one or more Nationwide Permits, depending on the extent of work in Waters of the US. The 
proposed renewable fuels project will likely require an individual permit. The USACE requires 
that an applicant seeking a permit to fill wetlands must demonstrate that wetlands have been 
avoided or impacts minimized to the maximum extent practicable. In addition, for an individual 
permit, a Section 404(b)1 Alternatives Analysis will be required.  
 
Compensatory wetland and buffer mitigation will be required for unavoidable wetland and buffer 
impacts. The regulatory agencies determine the amount and type of mitigation required, based 
on both the types and quality of the wetlands impacted and the applicant’s proposal for 
compensatory mitigation. For Category IV wetlands, the following mitigation ratios apply: 1.5:1 
for creation, 3:1 for rehabilitation, and 6:1 for enhancement. 
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Prepared for:  Green Apple Renewable Fuels, LLC AECOM 

 
 

Appendix A  Wetland Data Forms 

Wetland Determination Data Forms 

Western Mountains, Valleys, and Coast Region – Version 2.0 
US Army Corps of Engineers (2010)  
 
 
Wetland A 
• 2012: SP-216 to SP-217; SP-221; SP-223 

• 2018: SP-3 to SP-6 

 

Wetland C 

• 2012: SP-209 to SP-210 

• 2019: SP-1 to SP-2 

 

Wetland D 

• 2012: SP-214 to SP-215 

• 2018: SP-1 to SP-2 

• 2019: SP-3 to SP-4 

 

Wetland F 

• 2012: SP-224 to SP-227 

• 2017: SP-304 to SP-306 

• 2018: SP-1 to SP-8 

 
Wetland L 
• 2012: SP-228 to SP-231 

• 2017: SP-300 to SP-303 

 
Wetland RR 
• 2019: SP-1 to SP-5 
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Prepared for:  Green Apple Renewable Fuels, LLC AECOM 

 
 

Appendix B  Wetland Rating Forms 

Wetland Rating System for Western Washington: 2014 Update 

Hruby (2014) 
Washington State Department of Ecology 
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 Source: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and the GIS User Community
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Wetland name or number C.-

H 1.5. Special habitat features: 

Check the habitat features that are present in the wetland. The number of checks is the number of points. 

__ Large, downed, woody debris within the wetland (> 4 in diameter and 6 ft long). 

__ Standing snags (dbh > 4 in) within the wetland 

__ Undercut banks are present for at least 6.6 ft (2 m) and/or overhanging plants extends at least 3.3 ft (1 m)
over a stream (or ditch) in, or contiguous with the wetland, for at least 33 ft (10 m) 

__ Stable steep banks of fine material that might be used by beaver or muskrat for denning (> 30 degree 
slope) OR signs of recent beaver activity are present (cut shrubs or trees that have not yet weathered 

where wood is exposed) 

__ At least¼ ac of thin-stemmed persistent plants or woody branches are present in areas that are 
permanently or seasonally inundated (structures for egg-laying by amphibians) 

__ Invasive plants cover less than 25% of the wetland area in every stratum of plants (see H 1.1 for list of 

strata) 

Total for H 1 Add the points in the boxes above 0 

Rating of Site Potential If score is:_15-18 = H _7-14 = M �0-6 = L Record the rating on the first page 

H 2.0. Does the landscape have the potential to support the habitat functions of the site? 

H 2.1. Accesslble habitat (include only habitat that directly abuts wetland unit). 

Calculate: % undisturbed habitat_+ [(% moderate and low intensity land uses)/2]_ = % 

If total accessible habitat is: 

> 
1
/3 (33.3%) of 1 km Polygon points= 3 

0 20-33% of 1 km Polygon points= 2 

10-19% of 1 km Polygon points= 1 

< 10% of 1 km Polygon points= 0 

H 2.2. Undisturbed habitat in 1 km Polygon around the wetland. 

Calculate: % undisturbed habitat_+[(% moderate and low intensity land uses)/2)_ = % 

Undisturbed habitat > 50% of Polygon points= 3 

3 Undisturbed habitat 10-50% and in 1-3 patches points= 2 

Undisturbed habitat 10-50% and > 3 patches points= 1 

Undisturbed habitat< 10% of 1 km Polygon points= 0 

H 2.3. Land use intensity in 1 km Polygon: If 

> 50% of 1 km Polygon is high intensity land use points= (- 2) 

s 50% of 1 km Polygon is high intensity points= 0 

Total for H 2 Add the points in the boxes above � 
Rating of Landscape Potential If score is:_4-6 = H �1-3 = M _< 1 = L Record the rating on the first page 

H 3.0. Is the habitat provided by the site valuable to society? 

H 3.1. Does the site provide habitat for species valued in laws, regulations, or policies? Choose only the highest score 

that applies to the wetland being rated. 

Site meets ANY of the following criteria: points= 2 
- It has 3 or more priority habitats within 100 m (see next page) 
- It provides habitat for Threatened or Endangered species (any plant or animal on the state or federal lists) 
- It is mapped as a location for an individual WDFW priority species 
- It is a Wetland of High Conservation Value as determined by the Department of Natural Resources 0 
- It has been categorized as an important habitat site in a local or regional comprehensive plan, in a 

Shoreline Master Plan, or in a watershed plan 
Site has 1 or 2 priority habitats (listed on next page) within 100 m points= 1 

Site does not meet anv of the criteria above points= 0 
Rating of Value If score is:_2 = H _1 = M �O = L

Wetland Rating System for Western WA: 2014 Update 
Rating Form - Effective January 1, 2015 

Record the rating on the first page 

14 

40.3 10.2 50.5

0 0.7
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Date of site visit:9/20/2017; 11/6/18

Trained by Ecology?    Yes      No Date of training 2015

Wetland has multiple HGM classes?     Yes      No

NOTE: Form is not complete with out the figures requested (figures can be combined ).

OVERALL WETLAND CATEGORY IV (based on functions      or special characteristics  )

1. Category of wetland based on FUNCTIONS
Category I - Total score = 23 - 27  Score for each
Category II - Total score = 20 - 22  function based
Category III - Total score = 16 - 19  on three

X Category IV - Total score = 9 - 15  ratings
 (order of ratings
 is not
 important )

M L  9 = H, H, H
M M  8 = H, H, M
L L Total  7 = H, H, L

 7 = H, M, M
 6 = H, M, L
 6 = M, M, M
 5 = H, L, L
 5 = M, M, L
 4 = M, L, L
 3 = L, L, L

2. Category based on SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS of wetland

X

RATING SUMMARY – Western Washington

List appropriate rating (H, M, L)

HydrologicImproving    
Water Quality

LSite Potential
Landscape Potential

Habitat

M

FUNCTION

Name of wetland (or ID #): Wetland F, Phillips 66 Ferndale Refinery

Rated by P. Hamidi, L. Howard

 HGM Class used for ratin Depressional and Flats

Source of base aerial photo/map ESRI

Coastal Lagoon

Interdunal

Value
Score Based on 
Ratings 5 5 4 14

M

CHARACTERISTIC Category

Estuarine

Wetland of High Conservation Value

Bog

Mature Forest

Old Growth Forest

None of the above
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 Maps and Figures required to answer questions correctly for 
 Western Washington

 Depressional Wetlands

 Map of:  Figure #
 Cowardin plant classes A
 Hydroperiods B
 Location of outlet (can be added to map of hydroperiods ) B
 Boundary of area within 150 ft of the wetland (can be added to another figure ) A
 Map of the contributing basin C
 1 km Polygon: Area that extends 1 km from entire wetland edge - including
 polygons for accessible habitat and undisturbed habitat
 Screen capture of map of 303(d) listed waters in basin (from Ecology website) E
 Screen capture of list of TMDLs for WRIA in which unit is found (from web) F

 Riverine Wetlands

 Map of:  Figure #
 Cowardin plant classes
 Hydroperiods
 Ponded depressions
 Boundary of area within 150 ft of the wetland (can be added to another figure )
 Plant cover of trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants
 Width of unit  vs. width of stream (can be added to another figure )
 Map of the contributing basin
 1 km Polygon: Area that extends 1 km from entire wetland edge - including
 polygons for accessible habitat and undisturbed habitat
 Screen capture of map of 303(d) listed waters in basin (from Ecology website)
 Screen capture of list of TMDLs for WRIA in which unit is found (from web)

 Lake Fringe Wetlands

 Map of:  Figure #
 Cowardin plant classes
 Plant cover of trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants
 Boundary of area within 150 ft of the wetland (can be added to another figure )
 1 km Polygon: Area that extends 1 km from entire wetland edge - including
 polygons for accessible habitat and undisturbed habitat
 Screen capture of map of 303(d) listed waters in basin (from Ecology website)
 Screen capture of list of TMDLs for WRIA in which unit is found (from web)

 Slope Wetlands

 Map of:  Figure #
 Cowardin plant classes
 Hydroperiods
 Plant cover of dense trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants
 Plant cover of dense, rigid  trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants
 (can be added to another figure )
 Boundary of area within 150 ft of the wetland (can be added to another figure )
 1 km Polygon: Area that extends 1 km from entire wetland edge - including
 polygons for accessible habitat and undisturbed habitat
 Screen capture of map of 303(d) listed waters in basin (from Ecology website)
 Screen capture of list of TMDLs for WRIA in which unit is found (from web)

D

  S 3.1, S 3.2
  S 3.3

  S 4.1

  S 2.1, S 5.1

 To answer questions:
  H 1.1, H 1.4
  H 1.2
  S 1.3

  H 2.1, H 2.2, H 2.3

  L 3.1, L 3.2
  L 3.3

  H 2.1, H 2.2, H 2.3

  R 3.1
  R 3.2, R 3.3

 To answer questions:
  L 1.1, L 4.1, H 1.1, H 1.4

  H 1.2
  R 1.1
  R 2.4
  R 1.2, R 4.2
  R 4.1
  R 2.2, R 2.3, R 5.2
  H 2.1, H 2.2, H 2.3

  L 1.2
  L 2.2

  D 1.1, D 4.1
  D 2.2, D 5.2
  D 4.3, D 5.3
  H 2.1, H 2.2, H 2.3

  D 3.1, D 3.2
  D 3.3

 To answer questions:
  H 1.1, H 1.4

 To answer questions:
  D 1.3, H 1.1, H 1.4
  D 1.4, H 1.2
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For questions 1 -7, the criteria described must apply to the entire unit being rated.

1.  Are the water levels in the entire unit usually controlled by tides except during floods?

NO - go to 2 YES - the wetland class is Tidal Fringe - go to 1.1

1.1 Is the salinity of the water during periods of annual low flow below 0.5 ppt (parts per thousand)?

NO - Saltwater Tidal Fringe (Estuarine) YES - Freshwater Tidal Fringe

NO - go to 3 YES - The wetland class is Flats
If your wetland can be classified as a Flats wetland, use the form for Depressional wetlands.

3. Does the entire wetland unit meet all of the following criteria?

NO - go to 4 YES - The wetland class is Lake Fringe (Lacustrine Fringe)

4. Does the entire wetland unit meet all of the following criteria?
The wetland is on a slope (slope can be very gradual ),

The water leaves the wetland without being impounded.

NO - go to 5 YES - The wetland class is Slope

5. Does the entire wetland unit meet all of the following criteria?

The overbank flooding occurs at least once every 2 years.

NO - go to 6 YES - The wetland class is Riverine

NOTE: The Riverine unit can contain depressions that are filled with water when the river is not flooding.

If your wetland can be classified as a Freshwater Tidal Fringe use the forms for Riverine 
wetlands. If it is Saltwater Tidal Fringe it is an Estuarine  wetland and is not scored. This method 
cannot  be used to score functions for estuarine wetlands.

The vegetated part of the wetland is on the shores of a body of permanent open water (without any 
plants on the surface at any time of the year) at least 20 ac (8 ha) in size;

The water flows through the wetland in one direction (unidirectional) and usually comes from seeps. 
It may flow subsurface, as sheetflow, or in a swale without distinct banks.

NOTE: Surface water does not pond in these type of wetlands except occasionally in very small and shallow 
depressions or behind hummocks (depressions are usually <3 ft diameter and less than 1 ft deep).

The unit is in a valley, or stream channel, where it gets inundated by overbank 
flooding from that stream or river,

2. The entire wetland unit is flat and precipitation is the only source (>90%) of water to it. 
Groundwater and surface water runoff are NOT sources of water to the unit.

HGM Classification of Wetland in Western Washington

If hydrologic criteria listed in each question do not apply to the entire unit being rated, you probably have a 
unit with multiple HGM classes. In this case, identify which hydrologic criteria in questions 1 - 7 apply, and go 
to Question 8.

At least 30% of the open water area is deeper than 6.6 ft (2 m).
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NO - go to 7 YES - The wetland class is Depressional

NO - go to 8 YES - The wetland class is Depressional

NOTES and FIELD OBSERVATIONS: 

Salt Water Tidal Fringe and any other
class of freshwater wetland

HGM class to 
use in rating

Riverine
Depressional
Lake Fringe

If you are still unable to determine which of the above criteria apply to your wetland, or if you have more 
than 2 HGM classes  within a wetland boundary, classify the wetland as Depressional for the rating.

Riverine
Treat as 

ESTUARINE

Slope + Lake Fringe
Depressional + Riverine along stream

within boundary of depression
Depressional + Lake Fringe

Riverine + Lake Fringe

NOTE: Use this table only if the class that is recommended in the second column represents 10% or more of 
the total area of the wetland unit being rated. If the area of the HGM class listed in column 2 is less than 10% 
of the unit; classify the wetland using the class that represents more than 90% of the total area.

HGM classes within the wetland unit 
being rated

Slope + Riverine
Slope + Depressional

Depressional

Depressional

7. Is the entire wetland unit located in a very flat area with no obvious depression and no overbank flooding? 
The unit does not pond surface water more than a few inches. The unit seems to be maintained by high 
groundwater in the area. The wetland may be ditched, but has no obvious natural outlet.

8. Your wetland unit seems to be difficult to classify and probably contains several different HGM classes. 
For example, seeps at the base of a slope may grade into a riverine floodplain, or a small stream within a 
Depressional wetland has a zone of flooding along its sides. GO BACK AND IDENTIFY WHICH OF THE 
HYDROLOGIC REGIMES DESCRIBED IN QUESTIONS 1-7 APPLY TO DIFFERENT AREAS IN THE UNIT 
(make a rough sketch to help you decide). Use the following table to identify the appropriate class to use for 
the rating system if you have several HGM classes present within the wetland unit being scored.

6. Is the entire wetland unit in a topographic depression in which water ponds, or is saturated to the surface, 
at some time during the year? This means that any outlet, if present, is higher than the interior of the 
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D 1.1. Characteristics of surface water outflows from the wetland:

points = 3

points = 2

points  = 1

points  = 1

Yes = 4    No = 0

Wetland has persistent, ungrazed, plants > 95% of area points = 5
Wetland has persistent, ungrazed, plants > ½ of area points = 3
Wetland has persistent, ungrazed plants > 1/10 of area points = 1
Wetland has persistent, ungrazed plants < 1/10 of area points = 0

D 1.4. Characteristics of seasonal ponding or inundation:
This is the area that is ponded for at least 2 months. See description in manual.
Area seasonally ponded is > ½ total area of wetland points = 4
Area seasonally ponded is > ¼ total area of wetland points = 2
Area seasonally ponded is < ¼ total area of wetland points = 0

Total for D 1 Add the points in the boxes above 2
Rating of Site Potential  If score is:  12 - 16 = H  6 - 11 = M  0 - 5 = L Record the rating on the first page

D 2.1. Does the wetland unit receive stormwater discharges? Yes = 1  No = 0 1

Yes = 1  No = 0
D 2.3. Are there septic systems within 250 ft of the wetland? Yes = 1  No = 0 0

Source Yes = 1  No = 0
Total for D 2 Add the points in the boxes above 2
Rating of Landscape Potential  If score is:  3 or 4 = H  1 or 2 = M  0 = LRecord the rating on the first page

Yes = 1    No = 0

Yes = 1    No = 0

Yes = 2    No = 0
Total for D 3 Add the points in the boxes above 1
Rating of Value If score is:  2 - 4 = H  1 = M  0 = L Record the rating on the first page

1

0

Water Quality Functions - Indicators that the site functions to improve water quality
D 1.0. Does the site have the potential to improve water quality?

2
Wetland has an unconstricted, or slightly constricted, surface outlet 
that is permanently flowing

Wetland has an intermittently flowing stream or ditch, OR highly 
constricted permanently flowing outlet.

Wetland is a depression or flat depression (QUESTION 7 on key) 
with no surface water leaving it (no outlet).

Wetland is a flat depression (QUESTION 7 on key), whose outlet is 
a permanently flowing ditch.

0

D 2.0. Does the landscape have the potential to support the water quality function of the site?

 DEPRESSIONAL AND FLATS WETLANDS

D 3.3. Has the site been identified in a watershed or local plan as important 
for maintaining water quality (answer YES if there is a TMDL for the basin in 
which the unit is found )?

D 1.2. The soil 2 in below the surface (or duff layer) is true clay or true 
organic (use NRCS definitions ).
D 1.3. Characteristics and distribution of persistent plants (Emergent, Scrub-shrub, and/or 
Forested Cowardin classes):

D 2.4. Are there other sources of pollutants coming into the wetland that are 
not listed in questions D 2.1 - D 2.3?

D 3.1. Does the wetland discharge directly (i.e., within 1 mi) to a stream, 
river, lake, or marine water that is on the 303(d) list?

D 2.2. Is > 10% of the area within 150 ft of the wetland in land uses that 
generate pollutants?

D 3.2. Is the wetland in a basin or sub-basin where an aquatic resource is on the 303(d) list?

D 3.0. Is the water quality improvement provided by the site valuable to society?

1

0

0

0

0
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D 4.1. Characteristics of surface water outflows from the wetland:

points = 4

points = 2

points  = 1

points  = 0

Marks of ponding are 3 ft or more above the surface or bottom of outlet points = 7
Marks of ponding between 2 ft to < 3 ft from surface or bottom of outlet points = 5
Marks are at least 0.5 ft to < 2 ft from surface or bottom of outlet points = 3
The wetland is a “headwater” wetland points = 3
Wetland is flat but has small depressions on the surface that trap water points = 1
Marks of ponding less than 0.5 ft (6 in) points = 0

The area of the basin is less than 10 times the area of the unit points = 5
The area of the basin is 10 to 100 times the area of the unit points = 3
The area of the basin is more than 100 times the area of the unit  points = 0
Entire wetland is in the Flats class points = 5

Total for D 4 Add the points in the boxes above 7
Rating of Site Potential  If score is:        12 - 16 = H         6 - 11 = M        0 - 5 = L Record the rating on the first page

D 5.1. Does the wetland unit receive stormwater discharges? Yes = 1    No = 0 1
D 5.2. Is > 10% of the area within 150 ft of the wetland in land uses that generate excess runoff?

Yes = 1    No = 0

Yes = 1    No = 0
Total for D 5 Add the points in the boxes above 2
Rating of Landscape Potential  If score is:       3 = H         1 or 2 = M         0 = L Record the rating on the first page

points = 2

points = 1
Flooding from groundwater is an issue in the sub-basin. points = 1

points = 0
There are no problems with flooding downstream of the wetland. points = 0

Yes = 2    No = 0
Total for D 6 Add the points in the boxes above 0
Rating of Value If score is:       2 - 4 = H         1 = M           0 = L Record the rating on the first page

 DEPRESSIONAL AND FLATS WETLANDS

D 6.0. Are the hydrologic functions provided by the site valuable to society?

The wetland captures surface water that would otherwise flow down-gradient into 
areas where flooding has damaged human or natural resources (e.g., houses or salmon 

Flooding occurs in a sub-basin that is immediately down-
gradient of unit.
Surface flooding problems are in a sub-basin farther 
down-gradient.

Hydrologic Functions - Indicators that the site functions to reduce flooding and stream degradation
D 4.0. Does the site have the potential to reduce flooding and erosion?

2

Wetland is a depression or flat depression with no surface water 
leaving it (no outlet)

Wetland has an unconstricted, or slightly constricted, surface outlet 
that is permanently flowing

Wetland has an intermittently flowing stream or ditch, OR highly 
constricted permanently flowing outlet
Wetland is a flat depression (QUESTION 7 on key), whose outlet is 
a permanently flowing ditch

5

D 5.0. Does the landscape have the potential to support hydrologic function of the site?

1

0
D 5.3. Is more than 25% of the contributing basin of the wetland covered with intensive human 
land uses (residential at >1 residence/ac, urban, commercial, agriculture, etc.)?

The existing or potential outflow from the wetland is so constrained 
by human or natural conditions that the water stored by the wetland 
cannot reach areas that flood. Explain why

0

0

0

D 4.2. Depth of storage during wet periods: Estimate the height of ponding above the bottom of 
the outlet. For wetlands with no outlet, measure from the surface of permanent water or if dry, 
the deepest part.

D 4.3. Contribution of the wetland to storage in the watershed: Estimate the ratio of the area of 
upstream basin contributing surface water to the wetland to the area of the wetland unit itself.

D 6.1. The unit is in a landscape that has flooding problems. Choose the description that best 
matches conditions around the wetland unit being rated. Do not add points. Choose the highest 
score if more than one condition is met.

D 6.2. Has the site been identified as important for flood storage or flood 
conveyance in a regional flood control plan?
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HABITAT FUNCTIONS - Indicators that site functions to provide important habitat

H 1.0.  Does the site have the potential to provide habitat?

Aquatic bed 4 structures or more: points = 4
Emergent 3 structures: points = 2
Scrub-shrub (areas where shrubs have > 30% cover) 2 structures: points - 1
Forested (areas where trees have > 30% cover) 1 structure: points = 0
If the unit has a Forested class, check if :

H 1.2. Hydroperiods 

Permanently flooded or inundated 4 or more types present: points = 3
Seasonally flooded or inundated 3 types present: points = 2
Occasionally flooded or inundated 2 types present: points = 1
Saturated only 1 types present: points = 0
Permanently flowing stream or river in, or adjacent to, the wetland
Seasonally flowing stream in, or adjacent to, the wetland
Lake Fringe wetland 2 points
Freshwater tidal wetland 2 points

H 1.3. Richness of plant species

If you counted: > 19 species points = 2
5 - 19 species points = 1
< 5 species points = 0

H 1.4. Interspersion of habitats

These questions apply to wetlands of all HGM classes.

 The Forested class has 3 out of 5 strata (canopy, sub-canopy, shrubs, herbaceous, 
moss/ground-cover) that each cover 20% within the Forested polygon

0

H 1.1. Structure of plant community: Indicators are Cowardin classes and strata within the 
Forested class. Check the Cowardin plant classes in the wetland. Up to 10 patches may be 
combined for each class to meet the threshold of ¼ ac or more than 10% of the unit if it is 
smaller than 2.5 ac. Add the number of structures checked.

None = 0 points Low = 1 point Moderate = 2 points

All three diagrams 
in this row are 
HIGH = 3 points

0

Check the types of water regimes (hydroperiods) present within the wetland. The water regime 
has to cover more than 10% of the wetland or ¼ ac to count (see text for descriptions of 
hydroperiods ).

2

Count the number of plant species in the wetland that cover at least 10 ft2.
Different patches of the same species can be combined to meet the size threshold and you do 
not have to name the species.  Do not include Eurasian milfoil, reed canarygrass, purple 
loosestrife, Canadian thistle 1

Decide from the diagrams below whether interspersion among Cowardin plants classes 
(described in H 1.1), or the classes and unvegetated areas (can include open water or mudflats) 
is high, moderate, low, or none. If you have four or more plant classes or three classes and 
open water, the rating is always high.
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H 1.5. Special habitat features:

Large, downed, woody debris within the wetland (> 4 in diameter and 6 ft long)
Standing snags (dbh > 4 in) within the wetland

Total for H 1 Add the points in the boxes above 4
Rating of Site Potential  If Score is:        15 - 18 = H         7 - 14 = M        0 - 6 = L Record the rating on the first page

H 2.0. Does the landscape have the potential to support the habitat function of the site?
H 2.1 Accessible habitat (include only habitat that directly abuts wetland unit ).
Calculate:
<10 % undisturbed habitat    +     ( % moderate & low intensity land uses / 2 ) = 

If total accessible  habitat is:
> 1/3 (33.3%) of 1 km Polygon points = 3
20 - 33% of 1 km Polygon points = 2
10 - 19% of 1 km Polygon points = 1
< 10 % of 1 km Polygon points = 0

H 2.2. Undisturbed habitat in 1 km Polygon around the wetland.
Calculate:

40 % undisturbed habitat    +     ( 30 % moderate & low intensity land uses / 2 ) = 55%

Undisturbed habitat > 50% of Polygon points = 3
Undisturbed habitat 10 - 50% and in 1-3 patches points = 2
Undisturbed habitat 10 - 50% and > 3 patches points = 1
Undisturbed habitat < 10% of 1 km Polygon points = 0

H 2.3 Land use intensity in 1 km Polygon: If
> 50% of 1 km Polygon is high intensity land use points = (-2)
≤ 50% of 1km Polygon is high intensity points = 0

Total for H 2 Add the points in the boxes above 3
Rating of Landscape Potential  If Score is:       4 - 6 = H         1 - 3 = M         < 1 = L Record the rating on the first page

Site meets ANY of the following criteria: points = 2
It has 3 or more priority habitats within 100 m (see next page)

It is mapped as a location for an individual WDFW priority species

Site has 1 or 2 priority habitats (listed on next page) with in 100m points = 1
Site does not meet any of the criteria above points = 0

Rating of Value  If Score is:       2 = H          1 = M          0 = L Record the rating on the first page

0

3

0

H 3.0. Is the habitat provided by the site valuable to society?
H 3.1. Does the site provide habitat for species valued in laws, regulations, or policies? Choose 
only the highest score that applies to the wetland being rated .

It provides habitat for Threatened or Endangered species (any 
plant or animal on the state or federal lists)

It is a Wetland of High Conservation Value as determined by the 
Department of Natural Resources

0

Invasive plants cover less than 25% of the wetland area in every stratum of plants 
(see H 1.1 for list of strata )

Undercut banks are present for at least 6.6 ft (2 m) and/or overhanging plants extends 
at least 3.3 ft (1 m) over a stream (or ditch) in, or contiguous with the wetland, for at 
least    33 ft (10 m)
Stable steep banks of fine material that might be used by beaver or muskrat for 
denning (> 30 degree slope) OR signs of recent beaver activity are present (cut 
shrubs or trees that have not yet weathered where wood is exposed )
At least ¼ ac of thin-stemmed persistent plants or woody branches are present in 
areas that are permanently or seasonally inundated (structures for egg-laying by 

1

Check the habitat features that are present in the wetland. The number of checks is the number 
of points.

It has been categorized as an important habitat site in a local or 
regional comprehensive plan, in a Shoreline Master Plan, or in a 
watershed plan
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Aspen Stands: Pure or mixed stands of aspen greater than 1 ac (0.4 ha).

Herbaceous Balds: Variable size patches of grass and forbs on shallow soils over bedrock.

Cliffs: Greater than 25 ft (7.6 m) high and occurring below 5000 ft elevation.

http://wdfw.wa.gov/publications/00165/wdfw00165.pdf  or access the list from here:
http://wdfw.wa.gov/conservation/phs/list/

Caves: A naturally occurring cavity, recess, void, or system of interconnected passages under the 
earth in soils, rock, ice, or other geological formations and is large enough to contain a human.

Note: All vegetated wetlands are by definition a priority habitat but are not included in this list because they 
are addressed elsewhere.

WDFW Priority Habitats 

Count how many of the following priority habitats are within 330 ft (100 m) of the wetland unit: NOTE : This 
question is independent of the land use between the wetland unit and the priority habitat.

Biodiversity Areas and Corridors: Areas of habitat that are relatively important to various species 
of native fish and wildlife (full descriptions in WDFW PHS report ).

Old-growth/Mature forests: Old-growth west of Cascade crest – Stands of at least 2 tree species, 
forming a multi-layered canopy with occasional small openings; with at least 8 trees/ac (20 
trees/ha) > 32 in (81 cm) dbh or > 200 years of age. Mature forests – Stands with average 
diameters exceeding 21 in (53 cm) dbh; crown cover may be less than 100%; decay, decadence, 
numbers of snags, and quantity of large downed material is generally less than that found in old-
growth; 80-200 years old west of the Cascade crest.

Priority habitats listed by WDFW (see complete descriptions of WDFW priority habitats, and the counties in 
which they can be found, in: Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife. 2008. Priority Habitat and Species 
List. Olympia, Washington. 177 pp.

Oregon White Oak: Woodland stands of pure oak or oak/conifer associations where canopy 
coverage of the oak component is important (full descriptions in WDFW PHS report p. 158 – see 
web link above ).

Riparian: The area adjacent to aquatic systems with flowing water that contains elements of both 
aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems which mutually influence each other.

Westside Prairies: Herbaceous, non-forested plant communities that can either take the form of a 
dry prairie or a wet prairie (full descriptions in WDFW PHS report p. 161 – see web link above ).

Instream: The combination of physical, biological, and chemical processes and conditions that 
interact to provide functional life history requirements for instream fish and wildlife resources.

Nearshore: Relatively undisturbed nearshore habitats. These include Coastal Nearshore, Open 
Coast Nearshore, and Puget Sound Nearshore. (full descriptions of habitats and the definition of 
relatively undisturbed are in WDFW report – see web link on previous page ).

Snags and Logs: Trees are considered snags if they are dead or dying and exhibit sufficient decay 
characteristics to enable cavity excavation/use by wildlife. Priority snags have a diameter at breast 
height of > 20 in (51 cm) in western Washington and are > 6.5 ft (2 m) in height. Priority logs are > 
12 in (30 cm) in diameter at the largest end, and > 20 ft (6 m) long.

Talus: Homogenous areas of rock rubble ranging in average size 0.5 - 6.5 ft (0.15 - 2.0 m), 
composed of basalt, andesite, and/or sedimentary rock, including riprap slides and mine tailings. 
May be associated with cliffs.

http://wdfw.wa.gov/publications/00165/wdfw00165.pdf
http://wdfw.wa.gov/publications/00165/wdfw00165.pdf
http://wdfw.wa.gov/conservation/phs/list/
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Name of wetland (or ID #): Date of site visit: 9/20/2017

Rated by Trained by Ecology?    Yes      No Date of training 2015

HGM Class used for rating Wetland has multiple HGM classes?     Yes      No

NOTE: Form is not complete with out the figures requested (figures can be combined ).
Source of base aerial photo/map

OVERALL WETLAND CATEGORY IV (based on functions      or special characteristics       )

    1. Category of wetland based on FUNCTIONS
Category I - Total score = 23 - 27  Score for each
Category II - Total score = 20 - 22  function based
Category III - Total score = 16 - 19  on three

X Category IV - Total score = 9 - 15  ratings
 (order of ratings
 is not
 important )

M L  9 = H, H, H
M M  8 = H, H, M
L L Total  7 = H, H, L

 7 = H, M, M
 6 = H, M, L
 6 = M, M, M
 5 = H, L, L
 5 = M, M, L
 4 = M, L, L
 3 = L, L, L

    2. Category based on SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS of wetland

XNone of the above

Coastal Lagoon

Interdunal

Value
Score Based on 
Ratings 4 5 4 13

L

CHARACTERISTIC Category

Estuarine

Wetland of High Conservation Value

Bog

Mature Forest

Old Growth Forest

Depressional & Flats

RATING SUMMARY – Western Washington

List appropriate rating (H, M, L)

HydrologicImproving        
Water Quality

LSite Potential
Landscape Potential

Habitat

M

FUNCTION

Wetland L, Phillips 66 Ferndale Refinery

Paul Hamidi

ESRI
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 Maps and Figures required to answer questions correctly for 
 Western Washington

 Depressional Wetlands

 Map of:  Figure #
 Cowardin plant classes A
 Hydroperiods B
 Location of outlet (can be added to map of hydroperiods ) B
 Boundary of area within 150 ft of the wetland (can be added to another figure ) A
 Map of the contributing basin C
 1 km Polygon: Area that extends 1 km from entire wetland edge - including
 polygons for accessible habitat and undisturbed habitat
 Screen capture of map of 303(d) listed waters in basin (from Ecology website) E
 Screen capture of list of TMDLs for WRIA in which unit is found (from web) F

 Riverine Wetlands

 Map of:  Figure #
 Cowardin plant classes
 Hydroperiods
 Ponded depressions
 Boundary of area within 150 ft of the wetland (can be added to another figure )
 Plant cover of trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants
 Width of unit  vs. width of stream (can be added to another figure )
 Map of the contributing basin
 1 km Polygon: Area that extends 1 km from entire wetland edge - including
 polygons for accessible habitat and undisturbed habitat
 Screen capture of map of 303(d) listed waters in basin (from Ecology website)
 Screen capture of list of TMDLs for WRIA in which unit is found (from web)

 Lake Fringe Wetlands

 Map of:  Figure #
 Cowardin plant classes
 Plant cover of trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants
 Boundary of area within 150 ft of the wetland (can be added to another figure )
 1 km Polygon: Area that extends 1 km from entire wetland edge - including
 polygons for accessible habitat and undisturbed habitat
 Screen capture of map of 303(d) listed waters in basin (from Ecology website)
 Screen capture of list of TMDLs for WRIA in which unit is found (from web)

 Slope Wetlands

 Map of:  Figure #
 Cowardin plant classes
 Hydroperiods
 Plant cover of dense trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants
 Plant cover of dense, rigid  trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants
 (can be added to another figure )
 Boundary of area within 150 ft of the wetland (can be added to another figure )
 1 km Polygon: Area that extends 1 km from entire wetland edge - including
 polygons for accessible habitat and undisturbed habitat
 Screen capture of map of 303(d) listed waters in basin (from Ecology website)
 Screen capture of list of TMDLs for WRIA in which unit is found (from web)

 To answer questions:
  D 1.3, H 1.1, H 1.4
  D 1.4, H 1.2
  D 1.1, D 4.1
  D 2.2, D 5.2
  D 4.3, D 5.3
  H 2.1, H 2.2, H 2.3

  D 3.1, D 3.2
  D 3.3

 To answer questions:
  H 1.1, H 1.4
  H 1.2
  R 1.1
  R 2.4
  R 1.2, R 4.2
  R 4.1
  R 2.2, R 2.3, R 5.2
  H 2.1, H 2.2, H 2.3

  L 1.2
  L 2.2

  L 3.1, L 3.2
  L 3.3

  H 2.1, H 2.2, H 2.3

  R 3.1
  R 3.2, R 3.3

 To answer questions:
  L 1.1, L 4.1, H 1.1, H 1.4

  S 3.1, S 3.2
  S 3.3

  S 4.1

  S 2.1, S 5.1

 To answer questions:
  H 1.1, H 1.4
  H 1.2
  S 1.3

  H 2.1, H 2.2, H 2.3

D
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For questions 1 -7, the criteria described must apply to the entire unit being rated.

1.  Are the water levels in the entire unit usually controlled by tides except during floods?

NO - go to 2 YES - the wetland class is Tidal Fringe - go to 1.1

1.1 Is the salinity of the water during periods of annual low flow below 0.5 ppt (parts per thousand)?

NO - Saltwater Tidal Fringe (Estuarine) YES - Freshwater Tidal Fringe

NO - go to 3 YES - The wetland class is Flats
If your wetland can be classified as a Flats wetland, use the form for Depressional wetlands.

3. Does the entire wetland unit meet all of the following criteria?

NO - go to 4 YES - The wetland class is Lake Fringe (Lacustrine Fringe)

4. Does the entire wetland unit meet all of the following criteria?
The wetland is on a slope (slope can be very gradual ),

The water leaves the wetland without being impounded.

NO - go to 5 YES - The wetland class is Slope

5. Does the entire wetland unit meet all of the following criteria?

The overbank flooding occurs at least once every 2 years.

NO - go to 6 YES - The wetland class is Riverine

NOTE: The Riverine unit can contain depressions that are filled with water when the river is not flooding.

If hydrologic criteria listed in each question do not apply to the entire unit being rated, you probably have a 
unit with multiple HGM classes. In this case, identify which hydrologic criteria in questions 1 - 7 apply, and go 
to Question 8.

At least 30% of the open water area is deeper than 6.6 ft (2 m).

HGM Classification of Wetland in Western Washington

If your wetland can be classified as a Freshwater Tidal Fringe use the forms for Riverine 
wetlands. If it is Saltwater Tidal Fringe it is an Estuarine  wetland and is not scored. This method 
cannot  be used to score functions for estuarine wetlands.

The vegetated part of the wetland is on the shores of a body of permanent open water (without any 
plants on the surface at any time of the year) at least 20 ac (8 ha) in size;

The water flows through the wetland in one direction (unidirectional) and usually comes from seeps. 
It may flow subsurface, as sheetflow, or in a swale without distinct banks.

NOTE: Surface water does not pond in these type of wetlands except occasionally in very small and shallow 
depressions or behind hummocks (depressions are usually <3 ft diameter and less than 1 ft deep).

The unit is in a valley, or stream channel, where it gets inundated by overbank 
flooding from that stream or river,

2. The entire wetland unit is flat and precipitation is the only source (>90%) of water to it. 
Groundwater and surface water runoff are NOT sources of water to the unit.
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NO - go to 7 YES - The wetland class is Depressional

NO - go to 8 YES - The wetland class is Depressional

NOTES and FIELD OBSERVATIONS: 

7. Is the entire wetland unit located in a very flat area with no obvious depression and no overbank flooding? 
The unit does not pond surface water more than a few inches. The unit seems to be maintained by high 
groundwater in the area. The wetland may be ditched, but has no obvious natural outlet.

8. Your wetland unit seems to be difficult to classify and probably contains several different HGM classes. 
For example, seeps at the base of a slope may grade into a riverine floodplain, or a small stream within a 
Depressional wetland has a zone of flooding along its sides. GO BACK AND IDENTIFY WHICH OF THE 
HYDROLOGIC REGIMES DESCRIBED IN QUESTIONS 1-7 APPLY TO DIFFERENT AREAS IN THE UNIT 
(make a rough sketch to help you decide). Use the following table to identify the appropriate class to use for 
the rating system if you have several HGM classes present within the wetland unit being scored.

6. Is the entire wetland unit in a topographic depression in which water ponds, or is saturated to the surface, 
at some time during the year? This means that any outlet, if present, is higher than the interior of the 

Riverine
Treat as 

ESTUARINE

Slope + Lake Fringe
Depressional + Riverine along stream

within boundary of depression
Depressional + Lake Fringe

Riverine + Lake Fringe

NOTE: Use this table only if the class that is recommended in the second column represents 10% or more of 
the total area of the wetland unit being rated. If the area of the HGM class listed in column 2 is less than 10% 
of the unit; classify the wetland using the class that represents more than 90% of the total area.

HGM classes within the wetland unit 
being rated

Slope + Riverine
Slope + Depressional

Depressional

Depressional

If you are still unable to determine which of the above criteria apply to your wetland, or if you have more 
than 2 HGM classes  within a wetland boundary, classify the wetland as Depressional for the rating.

Salt Water Tidal Fringe and any other
class of freshwater wetland

HGM class to 
use in rating

Riverine
Depressional
Lake Fringe
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D 1.1. Characteristics of surface water outflows from the wetland:

points = 3

points = 2

points  = 1

points  = 1

Yes = 4    No = 0

Wetland has persistent, ungrazed, plants > 95% of area points = 5
Wetland has persistent, ungrazed, plants > ½ of area points = 3
Wetland has persistent, ungrazed plants > 1/10 of area points = 1
Wetland has persistent, ungrazed plants < 1/10 of area points = 0

D 1.4. Characteristics of seasonal ponding or inundation:
This is the area that is ponded for at least 2 months. See description in manual.
Area seasonally ponded is > ½ total area of wetland points = 4
Area seasonally ponded is > ¼ total area of wetland points = 2
Area seasonally ponded is < ¼ total area of wetland points = 0

Total for D 1 Add the points in the boxes above 5
Rating of Site Potential  If score is:  12 - 16 = H  6 - 11 = M  0 - 5 = L Record the rating on the first page

D 2.1. Does the wetland unit receive stormwater discharges? Yes = 1  No = 0 1

Yes = 1  No = 0
D 2.3. Are there septic systems within 250 ft of the wetland? Yes = 1  No = 0 0

Source Yes = 1  No = 0
Total for D 2 Add the points in the boxes above 2
Rating of Landscape Potential  If score is:       3 or 4 = H  1 or 2 = M  0 = LRecord the rating on the first page

Yes = 1    No = 0

Yes = 1    No = 0

Yes = 2    No = 0
Total for D 3 Add the points in the boxes above 0
Rating of Value If score is:       2 - 4 = H  1 = M  0 = L Record the rating on the first page

D 3.3. Has the site been identified in a watershed or local plan as important 
for maintaining water quality (answer YES if there is a TMDL for the basin in 
which the unit is found )?

D 1.2. The soil 2 in below the surface (or duff layer) is true clay or true 
organic (use NRCS definitions ).
D 1.3. Characteristics and distribution of persistent plants (Emergent, Scrub-shrub, and/or 
Forested Cowardin classes):

D 2.4. Are there other sources of pollutants coming into the wetland that are 
not listed in questions D 2.1 - D 2.3?

D 3.1. Does the wetland discharge directly (i.e., within 1 mi) to a stream, 
river, lake, or marine water that is on the 303(d) list?

D 2.2. Is > 10% of the area within 150 ft of the wetland in land uses that 
generate pollutants?

D 3.2. Is the wetland in a basin or sub-basin where an aquatic resource is on the 303(d) list?

D 3.0. Is the water quality improvement provided by the site valuable to society?

0

0

0

0

0

 DEPRESSIONAL AND FLATS WETLANDS

1

0

Water Quality Functions - Indicators that the site functions to improve water quality
D 1.0. Does the site have the potential to improve water quality?

3
Wetland has an unconstricted, or slightly constricted, surface outlet 
that is permanently flowing

Wetland has an intermittently flowing stream or ditch, OR highly 
constricted permanently flowing outlet.

Wetland is a depression or flat depression (QUESTION 7 on key) 
with no surface water leaving it (no outlet).

Wetland is a flat depression (QUESTION 7 on key), whose outlet is 
a permanently flowing ditch.

2

D 2.0. Does the landscape have the potential to support the water quality function of the site?
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D 4.1. Characteristics of surface water outflows from the wetland:

points = 4

points = 2

points  = 1

points  = 0

Marks of ponding are 3 ft or more above the surface or bottom of outlet points = 7
Marks of ponding between 2 ft to < 3 ft from surface or bottom of outlet points = 5
Marks are at least 0.5 ft to < 2 ft from surface or bottom of outlet points = 3
The wetland is a “headwater” wetland points = 3
Wetland is flat but has small depressions on the surface that trap water points = 1
Marks of ponding less than 0.5 ft (6 in) points = 0

The area of the basin is less than 10 times the area of the unit points = 5
The area of the basin is 10 to 100 times the area of the unit points = 3
The area of the basin is more than 100 times the area of the unit  points = 0
Entire wetland is in the Flats class points = 5

Total for D 4 Add the points in the boxes above 9
Rating of Site Potential  If score is:        12 - 16 = H         6 - 11 = M        0 - 5 = L Record the rating on the first page

D 5.1. Does the wetland unit receive stormwater discharges? Yes = 1    No = 0 1
D 5.2. Is > 10% of the area within 150 ft of the wetland in land uses that generate excess runoff?

Yes = 1    No = 0

Yes = 1    No = 0
Total for D 5 Add the points in the boxes above 2
Rating of Landscape Potential  If score is:       3 = H         1 or 2 = M         0 = L Record the rating on the first page

points = 2

points = 1
Flooding from groundwater is an issue in the sub-basin. points = 1

points = 0
There are no problems with flooding downstream of the wetland. points = 0

Yes = 2    No = 0
Total for D 6 Add the points in the boxes above 0
Rating of Value If score is:       2 - 4 = H         1 = M           0 = L Record the rating on the first page

1

0
D 5.3. Is more than 25% of the contributing basin of the wetland covered with intensive human 
land uses (residential at >1 residence/ac, urban, commercial, agriculture, etc.)?

The existing or potential outflow from the wetland is so constrained 
by human or natural conditions that the water stored by the wetland 
cannot reach areas that flood. Explain why

0

0

0

D 4.2. Depth of storage during wet periods: Estimate the height of ponding above the bottom of 
the outlet. For wetlands with no outlet, measure from the surface of permanent water or if dry, 
the deepest part.

D 4.3. Contribution of the wetland to storage in the watershed: Estimate the ratio of the area of 
upstream basin contributing surface water to the wetland to the area of the wetland unit itself.

D 6.1. The unit is in a landscape that has flooding problems. Choose the description that best 
matches conditions around the wetland unit being rated. Do not add points. Choose the highest 
score if more than one condition is met.

D 6.2. Has the site been identified as important for flood storage or flood 
conveyance in a regional flood control plan?

Hydrologic Functions - Indicators that the site functions to reduce flooding and stream degradation
D 4.0. Does the site have the potential to reduce flooding and erosion?

4

Wetland is a depression or flat depression with no surface water 
leaving it (no outlet)

Wetland has an unconstricted, or slightly constricted, surface outlet 
that is permanently flowing

Wetland has an intermittently flowing stream or ditch, OR highly 
constricted permanently flowing outlet
Wetland is a flat depression (QUESTION 7 on key), whose outlet is 
a permanently flowing ditch

5

D 5.0. Does the landscape have the potential to support hydrologic function of the site?

D 6.0. Are the hydrologic functions provided by the site valuable to society?

The wetland captures surface water that would otherwise flow down-gradient into 
areas where flooding has damaged human or natural resources (e.g., houses or salmon 

Flooding occurs in a sub-basin that is immediately down-
gradient of unit.
Surface flooding problems are in a sub-basin farther 
down-gradient.

 DEPRESSIONAL AND FLATS WETLANDS
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HABITAT FUNCTIONS - Indicators that site functions to provide important habitat

H 1.0.  Does the site have the potential to provide habitat?

Aquatic bed 4 structures or more: points = 4
Emergent 3 structures: points = 2
Scrub-shrub (areas where shrubs have > 30% cover) 2 structures: points - 1
Forested (areas where trees have > 30% cover) 1 structure: points = 0
If the unit has a Forested class, check if :

H 1.2. Hydroperiods 

Permanently flooded or inundated 4 or more types present: points = 3
Seasonally flooded or inundated 3 types present: points = 2
Occasionally flooded or inundated 2 types present: points = 1
Saturated only 1 types present: points = 0
Permanently flowing stream or river in, or adjacent to, the wetland
Seasonally flowing stream in, or adjacent to, the wetland
Lake Fringe wetland 2 points
Freshwater tidal wetland 2 points

H 1.3. Richness of plant species

If you counted: > 19 species points = 2
5 - 19 species points = 1
< 5 species points = 0

H 1.4. Interspersion of habitats

None = 0 points Low = 1 point Moderate = 2 points

All three diagrams 
in this row are 
HIGH = 3 points

0

Check the types of water regimes (hydroperiods) present within the wetland. The water regime 
has to cover more than 10% of the wetland or ¼ ac to count (see text for descriptions of 
hydroperiods ).

1

Count the number of plant species in the wetland that cover at least 10 ft2.
Different patches of the same species can be combined to meet the size threshold and you do 
not have to name the species.  Do not include Eurasian milfoil, reed canarygrass, purple 
loosestrife, Canadian thistle 1

Decide from the diagrams below whether interspersion among Cowardin plants classes 
(described in H 1.1), or the classes and unvegetated areas (can include open water or mudflats) 
is high, moderate, low, or none. If you have four or more plant classes or three classes and 
open water, the rating is always high.

These questions apply to wetlands of all HGM classes.

 The Forested class has 3 out of 5 strata (canopy, sub-canopy, shrubs, herbaceous, 
moss/ground-cover) that each cover 20% within the Forested polygon

0

H 1.1. Structure of plant community: Indicators are Cowardin classes and strata within the 
Forested class. Check the Cowardin plant classes in the wetland. Up to 10 patches may be 
combined for each class to meet the threshold of ¼ ac or more than 10% of the unit if it is 
smaller than 2.5 ac. Add the number of structures checked.
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H 1.5. Special habitat features:

Large, downed, woody debris within the wetland (> 4 in diameter and 6 ft long)
Standing snags (dbh > 4 in) within the wetland

Total for H 1 Add the points in the boxes above 3
Rating of Site Potential  If Score is:        15 - 18 = H         7 - 14 = M        0 - 6 = L Record the rating on the first page

H 2.0. Does the landscape have the potential to support the habitat function of the site?
H 2.1 Accessible habitat (include only habitat that directly abuts wetland unit ).
Calculate:
<10 % undisturbed habitat    +     ( % moderate & low intensity land uses / 2 ) = 

If total accessible  habitat is:
> 1/3 (33.3%) of 1 km Polygon points = 3
20 - 33% of 1 km Polygon points = 2
10 - 19% of 1 km Polygon points = 1
< 10 % of 1 km Polygon points = 0

H 2.2. Undisturbed habitat in 1 km Polygon around the wetland.
Calculate:

40 % undisturbed habitat    +     ( 30 % moderate & low intensity land uses / 2 ) = 55%

Undisturbed habitat > 50% of Polygon points = 3
Undisturbed habitat 10 - 50% and in 1-3 patches points = 2
Undisturbed habitat 10 - 50% and > 3 patches points = 1
Undisturbed habitat < 10% of 1 km Polygon points = 0

H 2.3 Land use intensity in 1 km Polygon: If
> 50% of 1 km Polygon is high intensity land use points = (-2)
≤ 50% of 1km Polygon is high intensity points = 0

Total for H 2 Add the points in the boxes above 3
Rating of Landscape Potential  If Score is:       4 - 6 = H         1 - 3 = M         < 1 = L Record the rating on the first page

Site meets ANY of the following criteria: points = 2
It has 3 or more priority habitats within 100 m (see next page)

It is mapped as a location for an individual WDFW priority species

Site has 1 or 2 priority habitats (listed on next page) with in 100m points = 1
Site does not meet any of the criteria above points = 0

Rating of Value  If Score is:       2 = H          1 = M          0 = L Record the rating on the first page

Check the habitat features that are present in the wetland. The number of checks is the number 
of points.

It has been categorized as an important habitat site in a local or 
regional comprehensive plan, in a Shoreline Master Plan, or in a 
watershed plan

Undercut banks are present for at least 6.6 ft (2 m) and/or overhanging plants extends 
at least 3.3 ft (1 m) over a stream (or ditch) in, or contiguous with the wetland, for at 
least    33 ft (10 m)
Stable steep banks of fine material that might be used by beaver or muskrat for 
denning (> 30 degree slope) OR signs of recent beaver activity are present (cut 
shrubs or trees that have not yet weathered where wood is exposed )
At least ¼ ac of thin-stemmed persistent plants or woody branches are present in 
areas that are permanently or seasonally inundated (structures for egg-laying by 

1

It is a Wetland of High Conservation Value as determined by the 
Department of Natural Resources

0

Invasive plants cover less than 25% of the wetland area in every stratum of plants 
(see H 1.1 for list of strata )

0

3

0

H 3.0. Is the habitat provided by the site valuable to society?
H 3.1. Does the site provide habitat for species valued in laws, regulations, or policies? Choose 
only the highest score that applies to the wetland being rated .

It provides habitat for Threatened or Endangered species (any 
plant or animal on the state or federal lists)
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Aspen Stands: Pure or mixed stands of aspen greater than 1 ac (0.4 ha).

Herbaceous Balds: Variable size patches of grass and forbs on shallow soils over bedrock.

Cliffs: Greater than 25 ft (7.6 m) high and occurring below 5000 ft elevation.

Priority habitats listed by WDFW (see complete descriptions of WDFW priority habitats, and the counties in 
which they can be found, in: Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife. 2008. Priority Habitat and Species 
List. Olympia, Washington. 177 pp.

Oregon White Oak: Woodland stands of pure oak or oak/conifer associations where canopy 
coverage of the oak component is important (full descriptions in WDFW PHS report p. 158 – see 
web link above ).

Riparian: The area adjacent to aquatic systems with flowing water that contains elements of both 
aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems which mutually influence each other.

Westside Prairies: Herbaceous, non-forested plant communities that can either take the form of a 
dry prairie or a wet prairie (full descriptions in WDFW PHS report p. 161 – see web link above ).

Instream: The combination of physical, biological, and chemical processes and conditions that 
interact to provide functional life history requirements for instream fish and wildlife resources.

Nearshore: Relatively undisturbed nearshore habitats. These include Coastal Nearshore, Open 
Coast Nearshore, and Puget Sound Nearshore. (full descriptions of habitats and the definition of 
relatively undisturbed are in WDFW report – see web link on previous page ).

Snags and Logs: Trees are considered snags if they are dead or dying and exhibit sufficient decay 
characteristics to enable cavity excavation/use by wildlife. Priority snags have a diameter at breast 
height of > 20 in (51 cm) in western Washington and are > 6.5 ft (2 m) in height. Priority logs are > 
12 in (30 cm) in diameter at the largest end, and > 20 ft (6 m) long.

Talus: Homogenous areas of rock rubble ranging in average size 0.5 - 6.5 ft (0.15 - 2.0 m), 
composed of basalt, andesite, and/or sedimentary rock, including riprap slides and mine tailings. 
May be associated with cliffs.

Caves: A naturally occurring cavity, recess, void, or system of interconnected passages under the 
earth in soils, rock, ice, or other geological formations and is large enough to contain a human.

Note: All vegetated wetlands are by definition a priority habitat but are not included in this list because they 
are addressed elsewhere.

WDFW Priority Habitats 

Count how many of the following priority habitats are within 330 ft (100 m) of the wetland unit: NOTE : This 
question is independent of the land use between the wetland unit and the priority habitat.

Biodiversity Areas and Corridors: Areas of habitat that are relatively important to various species 
of native fish and wildlife (full descriptions in WDFW PHS report ).

Old-growth/Mature forests: Old-growth west of Cascade crest – Stands of at least 2 tree species, 
forming a multi-layered canopy with occasional small openings; with at least 8 trees/ac (20 
trees/ha) > 32 in (81 cm) dbh or > 200 years of age. Mature forests – Stands with average 
diameters exceeding 21 in (53 cm) dbh; crown cover may be less than 100%; decay, decadence, 
numbers of snags, and quantity of large downed material is generally less than that found in old-
growth; 80-200 years old west of the Cascade crest.

http://wdfw.wa.gov/publications/00165/wdfw00165.pdf  or access the list from here:
http://wdfw.wa.gov/conservation/phs/list/

http://wdfw.wa.gov/publications/00165/wdfw00165.pdf
http://wdfw.wa.gov/publications/00165/wdfw00165.pdf
http://wdfw.wa.gov/conservation/phs/list/
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Figure F: TMDLs
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Wetland name or number ______ 

Wetland Rating System for Western WA: 2014 Update           1 
Rating Form – Effective January 1, 2015  

Score for each 
function based 
on three 
ratings 
(order of ratings 
is not 
important) 
 
9 = H,H,H  
8 = H,H,M  
7 = H,H,L  
7 = H,M,M  
6 = H,M,L  
6 = M,M,M  
5 = H,L,L  
5 = M,M,L 
4 = M,L,L 
3 = L,L,L 

 
RATING SUMMARY – Western Washington 

Name of wetland (or ID #): _________________________________ Date of site visit: _____ 

Rated by____________________________ Trained by Ecology?__ Yes ___No Date of training______ 

HGM Class used for rating_________________    Wetland has multiple HGM classes?___Y ____N 
 

NOTE:  Form is not complete without the figures requested (figures can be combined). 
Source of base aerial photo/map ______________________________________ 

 

OVERALL WETLAND CATEGORY ____ (based on functions___ or special characteristics___) 

 
1. Category of wetland based on FUNCTIONS 

_______Category I – Total score = 23 - 27 

_______Category II – Total score  = 20 - 22 

_______Category III – Total score  = 16 - 19 

_______Category IV – Total score = 9 - 15 

FUNCTION 
 

Improving 
Water Quality  

Hydrologic  

 
Habitat 

 
 

Circle the appropriate ratings  

Site Potential H       M      L H       M      L H       M      L  

Landscape Potential H       M      L H       M      L H       M      L  

Value H       M      L H       M      L H       M      L TOTAL 

Score Based on 
Ratings 

    

                             
 

2. Category based on SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS of wetland 
 

CHARACTERISTIC CATEGORY 

Estuarine I             II 

Wetland of High Conservation Value I 

Bog I 

Mature Forest I 

Old Growth Forest I 

Coastal Lagoon I               II 

Interdunal I   II    III    IV 

None of the above  

RR

Wetland RR 4/10/2019

X

Depressional

Hamidi and Howard 2015

ESRI 

5 35 13

IV



Wetland name or number ______ 

Wetland Rating System for Western WA: 2014 Update 2 
Rating Form – Effective January 1, 2015  

Maps and figures required to answer questions correctly for 
Western Washington  
Depressional Wetlands 

Map of: To answer questions: Figure # 

Cowardin plant classes D 1.3, H 1.1, H 1.4 

Hydroperiods D 1.4, H 1.2 

Location of outlet (can be added to map of hydroperiods) D 1.1, D 4.1 

Boundary of area within 150 ft of the wetland (can be added to another figure) D 2.2, D 5.2 

Map of the contributing basin D 4.3, D 5.3 

1 km Polygon: Area that extends 1 km from entire wetland edge - including 
polygons for accessible habitat and undisturbed habitat 

H 2.1, H 2.2, H 2.3 

Screen capture of map of 303(d) listed waters in basin (from Ecology website) D 3.1, D 3.2 

Screen capture of list of TMDLs for WRIA in which unit is found (from web) D 3.3 

Riverine Wetlands 

Map of: To answer questions: Figure # 

Cowardin plant classes H 1.1, H 1.4 

Hydroperiods H 1.2 

Ponded depressions R 1.1 

Boundary of area within 150 ft of the wetland (can be added to another figure) R 2.4 

Plant cover of trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants R 1.2, R 4.2 

Width of unit vs. width of stream (can be added to another figure) R 4.1 

Map of the contributing basin R 2.2, R 2.3, R 5.2 

1 km Polygon: Area that extends 1 km from entire wetland edge - including 
polygons for accessible habitat and undisturbed habitat 

H 2.1, H 2.2, H 2.3 

Screen capture of map of 303(d) listed waters in basin (from Ecology website) R 3.1 

Screen capture of list of TMDLs for WRIA in which unit is found (from web) R 3.2, R 3.3 

Lake Fringe Wetlands 

Map of: To answer questions: Figure # 

Cowardin plant classes L 1.1,  L 4.1, H 1.1, H 1.4 

Plant cover of trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants L 1.2 

Boundary of area within 150 ft of the wetland (can be added to another figure) L 2.2 

1 km Polygon: Area that extends 1 km from entire wetland edge - including 
polygons for accessible habitat and undisturbed habitat 

H 2.1, H 2.2, H 2.3 

Screen capture of map of 303(d) listed waters in basin (from Ecology website) L 3.1, L 3.2 

Screen capture of list of TMDLs for WRIA in which unit is found (from web) L 3.3 

Slope Wetlands 

Map of: To answer questions: Figure # 

Cowardin plant classes H 1.1, H 1.4 

Hydroperiods H 1.2 

Plant cover of  dense trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants S 1.3 

Plant cover of dense, rigid trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants 
(can be added to figure above)  

S 4.1 

Boundary of 150 ft buffer (can be added to another figure) S 2.1, S 5.1 

1 km Polygon: Area that extends 1 km from entire wetland edge - including 
polygons for accessible habitat and undisturbed habitat 

H 2.1, H 2.2, H 2.3 

Screen capture of map of 303(d) listed waters in basin (from Ecology website) S 3.1, S 3.2 

Screen capture of list of TMDLs for WRIA in which unit is found (from web) S 3.3 

RR

A
A
A
A
A

B
C
D



Wetland name or number ______ 

Wetland Rating System for Western WA: 2014 Update           3 
Rating Form – Effective January 1, 2015  

 

HGM Classification of Wetlands in Western Washington 
 

 
 
1. Are the water levels in the entire unit usually controlled by tides except during floods? 

 NO – go to 2 YES – the wetland class is Tidal Fringe – go to 1.1 

1.1 Is the salinity of the water during periods of annual low flow below 0.5 ppt (parts per thousand)?   

NO – Saltwater Tidal Fringe (Estuarine) YES – Freshwater Tidal Fringe     
If your wetland can be classified as a Freshwater Tidal Fringe use the forms for Riverine wetlands.  If it 
is Saltwater Tidal Fringe it is an Estuarine wetland and is not scored. This method cannot be used to 
score functions for estuarine wetlands. 

2. The entire wetland unit is flat and precipitation is the only source (>90%) of water to it.  Groundwater 
and surface water runoff are NOT sources of water to the unit.  

NO – go to 3 YES – The wetland class is Flats 
If your wetland can be classified as a Flats wetland, use the form for Depressional wetlands.  

3. Does the entire wetland unit meet all of the following criteria? 
___The vegetated part of the wetland is on the shores of a body of permanent open water (without any 

plants on the surface at any time of the year) at least 20 ac   (8 ha) in size;  
___At least 30% of the open water area is deeper than 6.6 ft (2 m). 

NO – go to 4 YES – The wetland class is Lake Fringe (Lacustrine Fringe) 

4. Does the entire wetland unit meet all of the following criteria? 
____The wetland is on a slope (slope can be very gradual), 
____The water flows through the wetland in one direction (unidirectional) and usually comes from 

seeps. It may flow subsurface, as sheetflow, or in a swale without distinct banks, 
____The water leaves the wetland without being impounded.  

NO – go to 5 YES – The wetland class is Slope  

NOTE: Surface water does not pond in these type of wetlands except occasionally in very small and 
shallow depressions or behind hummocks (depressions are usually <3 ft diameter and less than 1 ft 
deep). 

5. Does the entire wetland unit meet all of the following criteria? 
____The unit is in a valley, or stream channel, where it gets inundated by overbank flooding from that 

stream or river,  
____The overbank flooding occurs at least once every 2 years. 

 

For questions 1-7, the criteria described must apply to the entire unit being rated. 

If the hydrologic criteria listed in each question do not apply to the entire unit being rated, you 
probably have a unit with multiple HGM classes.  In this case, identify which hydrologic criteria in 
questions 1-7 apply, and go to Question 8. 

RR



Wetland name or number ______ 

Wetland Rating System for Western WA: 2014 Update           4 
Rating Form – Effective January 1, 2015  

NO – go to 6 YES – The wetland class is Riverine  
NOTE: The Riverine unit can contain depressions that are filled with water when the river is not 
flooding 

6. Is the entire wetland unit in a topographic depression in which water ponds, or is saturated to the 
surface, at some time during the year?   This means that any outlet, if present, is higher than the interior 
of the wetland.   

NO – go to 7 YES – The wetland class is Depressional 

7. Is the entire wetland unit located in a very flat area with no obvious depression and no overbank 
flooding?  The unit does not pond surface water more than a few inches.  The unit seems to be 
maintained by high groundwater in the area.  The wetland may be ditched, but has no obvious natural 
outlet.  

NO – go to 8 YES – The wetland class is Depressional 
 
8. Your wetland unit seems to be difficult to classify and probably contains several different HGM 

classes.  For example, seeps at the base of a slope may grade into a riverine floodplain, or a small 
stream within a Depressional wetland has a zone of flooding along its sides.  GO BACK AND IDENTIFY 
WHICH OF THE HYDROLOGIC REGIMES DESCRIBED IN QUESTIONS 1-7 APPLY TO DIFFERENT 
AREAS IN THE UNIT (make a rough sketch to help you decide).  Use the following table to identify the 
appropriate class to use for the rating system if you have several HGM classes present within the 
wetland unit being scored.   

NOTE:  Use this table only if the class that is recommended in the second column represents 10% or 
more of the total area of the wetland unit being rated.  If the area of the HGM class listed in column 2 
is less than 10% of the unit; classify the wetland using the class that represents more than 90% of the 
total area.  

 
HGM classes within the wetland unit 

being rated 
HGM class to 
use in rating 

Slope + Riverine Riverine 

Slope + Depressional Depressional 

Slope + Lake Fringe Lake Fringe 

Depressional + Riverine along stream 
within boundary of depression 

Depressional 

Depressional + Lake Fringe Depressional 

Riverine + Lake Fringe Riverine 

Salt Water Tidal Fringe and any other 
class of freshwater wetland 

Treat as 
ESTUARINE  

 
If you are still unable to determine which of the above criteria apply to your wetland, or if you have 
more than 2 HGM classes within a wetland boundary, classify the wetland as Depressional for the 
rating.  
  

RR



Wetland name or number ______ 

Wetland Rating System for Western WA: 2014 Update 5 
Rating Form – Effective January 1, 2015  

DEPRESSIONAL AND FLATS WETLANDS 
Water Quality Functions  -  Indicators that the site functions to improve water quality  

D 1.0. Does the site have the potential to improve water quality? 

D 1.1. Characteristics of surface water outflows from the wetland:       

Wetland is a depression or flat depression (QUESTION 7 on key) with no surface water leaving it (no outlet). 
points = 3  

Wetland has an intermittently flowing stream or ditch,  OR highly constricted permanently flowing outlet.    
points = 2 

Wetland has an unconstricted, or slightly constricted, surface outlet that is permanently flowing points = 1 
Wetland is a flat depression (QUESTION 7 on key), whose outlet is a permanently flowing ditch.  points = 1 

D 1.2. The soil 2 in below the surface (or duff layer) is true clay or  true organic (use NRCS definitions).Yes = 4   No = 0 

D 1.3. Characteristics and distribution of persistent plants (Emergent, Scrub-shrub, and/or Forested Cowardin classes): 

Wetland has persistent, ungrazed, plants > 95% of area points = 5 

Wetland has persistent, ungrazed, plants > ½  of area points = 3 

Wetland has persistent, ungrazed plants > 
1
/10 of area points = 1 

Wetland has persistent, ungrazed plants <
1
/10 of area points = 0 

D 1.4. Characteristics of seasonal ponding or inundation: 

This is the area that is ponded for at least 2 months. See description in manual. 

Area seasonally ponded is > ½ total area of wetland points = 4 

Area seasonally ponded is > ¼ total area of wetland points = 2 

Area seasonally ponded is < ¼ total area of wetland points = 0  

Total for D 1 Add the points in the boxes above 

Rating of Site Potential   If score is:    12-16 = H  6-11 = M 0-5 = L Record the rating on the first page 

D 2.0. Does the landscape have the potential to support the water quality function of the site?  

D 2.1. Does the wetland unit receive stormwater discharges?  Yes = 1   No = 0 

D 2.2. Is > 10% of the area within 150 ft of the wetland in land uses that generate pollutants?  Yes = 1   No = 0 

D 2.3. Are there septic systems within 250 ft of the wetland?  Yes = 1   No = 0 

D 2.4. Are there other sources of pollutants coming into the wetland that are not listed in questions D 2.1-D 2.3? 

 Source_______________ Yes = 1   No = 0 

Total for D 2 Add the points in the boxes above 

Rating of Landscape Potential  If score is:   3 or 4 = H    1 or 2 = M    0 = L   Record the rating on the first page 

D 3.0. Is the water quality improvement provided by the site valuable to society? 

D 3.1. Does the wetland discharge directly (i.e., within 1 mi) to a stream, river, lake, or marine water that is on the 
303(d) list? Yes = 1   No = 0 

D 3.2. Is the wetland in a basin or sub-basin where an aquatic resource is on the 303(d) list?  Yes = 1   No = 0 

D 3.3. Has the site been identified in a watershed or local plan as important for maintaining water quality (answer YES 
if there is a TMDL for the basin in which the unit is found)? Yes = 2   No = 0 

Total for D 3 Add the points in the boxes above 

Rating of Value   If score is:    2-4 = H  1 = M  0 = L Record the rating on the first page 

RR

2

0

0
1

0

1

2

0

1
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0

0

0

0
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Wetland name or number ______ 

Wetland Rating System for Western WA: 2014 Update 6 
Rating Form – Effective January 1, 2015  

DEPRESSIONAL AND FLATS WETLANDS 
Hydrologic Functions - Indicators that the site functions to reduce flooding and stream degradation 

D 4.0. Does the site have the potential to reduce flooding and erosion? 

D 4.1. Characteristics of surface water outflows from the wetland:           

Wetland is a depression or flat depression with no surface water leaving it (no outlet)  points = 4 
Wetland has an intermittently flowing stream or ditch,  OR highly constricted permanently flowing outletpoints = 2 
Wetland is a flat depression (QUESTION 7 on key), whose outlet is a permanently flowing ditch points = 1 
Wetland has an unconstricted, or slightly constricted, surface outlet that is permanently flowing points = 0 

D 4.2. Depth of storage during wet periods: Estimate the height of ponding above the bottom of the outlet. For wetlands 
with no outlet, measure from the surface of permanent water or if dry, the deepest part. 
Marks of ponding are 3 ft or more above the surface or bottom of outlet points = 7 
Marks of ponding between 2 ft to < 3 ft from surface or bottom of outlet points = 5 
Marks are at least 0.5 ft to < 2 ft from surface or bottom of outlet points = 3 
The wetland is a “headwater” wetland points = 3 
Wetland is flat but has small depressions on the surface that trap water points = 1   
Marks of ponding less than 0.5 ft (6 in)  points = 0 

D 4.3. Contribution of the wetland to storage in the watershed: Estimate the ratio of the area of upstream basin 
contributing surface water to the wetland to the area of the wetland unit itself. 
The area of the basin is less than 10 times the area of the unit points = 5 
The area of the basin is 10 to 100 times the area of the unit points = 3 
The area of the basin is more than 100 times the area of the unit points = 0 
Entire wetland is in the Flats class points = 5 

Total for D 4 Add the points in the boxes above 

Rating of Site Potential   If score is:       12-16 = H 6-11 = M 0-5 = L Record the rating on the first page 

D 5.0. Does the landscape have the potential to support hydrologic functions of the site? 

D 5.1. Does the wetland receive stormwater discharges?  Yes = 1   No = 0 

D 5.2. Is  >10% of the area within 150 ft of the wetland in land uses that generate excess runoff? Yes = 1   No = 0 

D 5.3. Is more than 25% of the contributing basin of the wetland covered with intensive human land uses (residential at 
>1 residence/ac, urban, commercial, agriculture, etc.)?  Yes = 1   No = 0 

Total for D 5 Add the points in the boxes above  

Rating of Landscape Potential   If score is:       3 = H        1 or 2 = M  0 = L Record the rating on the first page 

D 6.0. Are the hydrologic functions provided by the site valuable to society? 

D 6.1. The unit is in a landscape that has flooding problems. Choose the description that best matches conditions around 
the wetland unit being rated.  Do not add points. Choose the highest score if more than one condition is met. 
The wetland captures surface water that would otherwise flow down-gradient into areas where flooding has 
damaged human or natural resources (e.g., houses or salmon redds): 

 Flooding occurs in a sub-basin that is immediately down-gradient of unit.  points = 2 

 Surface flooding problems are in a sub-basin farther down-gradient.  points = 1 
Flooding from groundwater is an issue in the sub-basin.  points = 1 

The existing or potential outflow from the wetland is so constrained by human or natural conditions that the 
water stored by the wetland cannot reach areas that flood. Explain why _____________ points = 0 

There are no problems with flooding downstream of the wetland.  points = 0 

D 6.2. Has the site been identified as important for flood storage or flood conveyance in a regional flood control plan? 

Yes = 2   No = 0 

Total for D 6 Add the points in the boxes above 

Rating of Value If score is:       2-4 = H        1 = M    0 = L Record the rating on the first page 
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Wetland Rating System for Western WA: 2014 Update           13 
Rating Form – Effective January 1, 2015  

These questions apply to wetlands of all HGM classes. 

HABITAT FUNCTIONS  -  Indicators that site functions to provide important habitat 

H 1.0. Does the site have the potential to provide habitat?  

H 1.1. Structure of plant community: Indicators are Cowardin classes and strata within the Forested class. Check the 
Cowardin plant classes in the wetland. Up to 10 patches may be combined for each class to meet the threshold 
of ¼ ac or more than 10% of the unit if it is smaller than 2.5 ac. Add the number of structures checked. 

____Aquatic bed 4 structures or more: points = 4 

____Emergent 3 structures: points = 2 

____Scrub-shrub (areas where shrubs have > 30% cover)  2 structures: points = 1 

____Forested (areas where trees have > 30% cover)  1 structure: points = 0 

If the unit has a Forested class, check if: 

____The Forested class has 3 out of 5 strata (canopy, sub-canopy, shrubs, herbaceous, moss/ground-cover) 
that each cover 20% within the Forested polygon 

 

H 1.2. Hydroperiods  

Check the types of water regimes (hydroperiods) present within the wetland.  The water regime has to cover 
more than 10% of the wetland or ¼ ac to count (see text for descriptions of hydroperiods).   

____Permanently flooded or inundated 4 or more types present: points = 3 

____Seasonally flooded or inundated 3 types present: points = 2 

____Occasionally flooded or inundated 2 types present: points = 1 

____Saturated only 1 type present: points = 0 

____Permanently flowing stream or river in, or adjacent to, the wetland 

____Seasonally flowing stream in, or adjacent to, the wetland 

____Lake Fringe wetland 2 points 

____Freshwater tidal wetland 2 points                                         

 

H 1.3. Richness of plant species  

Count the number of plant species in the wetland that cover at least 10 ft
2
.  

Different patches of the same species can be combined to meet the size threshold and you do not have to name 
the species.    Do not include Eurasian milfoil, reed canarygrass, purple loosestrife, Canadian thistle 

If you counted: > 19 species points = 2 

5 - 19 species points = 1 

< 5 species points = 0                                                                  

 

H 1.4. Interspersion of habitats  

Decide from the diagrams below whether interspersion among Cowardin plants classes (described in H 1.1), or 
the classes and unvegetated areas (can include open water or mudflats) is high, moderate, low, or none. If you 
have four or more plant classes or three classes and open water, the rating is always high.     

 

 

 

 

 

        None = 0 points                                       Low = 1 point                                                         Moderate = 2 points 

 

 

 

All three diagrams 

in this row 

are HIGH = 3points 
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H 1.5. Special habitat features:  

Check the habitat features that are present in the wetland.  The number of checks is the number of points.  

____Large, downed, woody debris within the wetland (> 4 in diameter and 6 ft long). 

____Standing snags (dbh > 4 in) within the wetland 

____Undercut banks are present for at least 6.6 ft (2 m) and/or overhanging plants extends at least 3.3 ft (1 m) 
over a stream (or ditch) in, or contiguous with the wetland, for at least 33 ft (10 m) 

____Stable steep banks of fine material that might be used by beaver or muskrat for denning  (> 30 degree 
slope) OR signs of recent beaver activity are present (cut shrubs or trees that have not yet weathered 
where wood is exposed) 

____At least ¼ ac of thin-stemmed persistent plants or woody branches are present in areas that are 
permanently or seasonally inundated  (structures for egg-laying by amphibians)  

____Invasive plants cover less than 25% of the wetland area in every stratum of plants (see H 1.1 for list of 
strata) 

 

Total for H 1 Add the points in the boxes above         

Rating of Site Potential  If score is:       15-18 = H          7-14 = M          0-6 = L Record the rating on the first page 

H 2.0. Does the landscape have the potential to support the habitat functions of the site?    

H 2.1. Accessible habitat (include only habitat that directly abuts wetland unit).  

Calculate: % undisturbed habitat        + [(% moderate and low intensity land uses)/2]        = _______%      

If total accessible habitat is:             

> 
1
/3 (33.3%) of 1 km Polygon  points = 3 

20-33% of 1 km Polygon points = 2 

10-19% of 1 km Polygon points = 1 

< 10% of 1 km Polygon points = 0 

 

H 2.2. Undisturbed habitat in 1 km Polygon around the wetland. 

Calculate: % undisturbed habitat        + [(% moderate and low intensity land uses)/2]        = _______%    

Undisturbed habitat > 50% of Polygon points = 3 

Undisturbed habitat 10-50% and in 1-3 patches points = 2 

Undisturbed habitat 10-50% and > 3 patches points = 1 

Undisturbed habitat < 10% of 1 km Polygon points = 0 

 

H 2.3. Land use intensity in 1 km Polygon: If 

> 50% of 1 km Polygon is high intensity land use points = (- 2)            

≤ 50% of 1 km Polygon is high intensity points = 0                          

 

Total for H 2 Add the points in the boxes above  

Rating of Landscape Potential  If score is:       4-6 = H          1-3 = M          < 1 = L Record the rating on the first page 

H 3.0. Is the habitat provided by the site valuable to society?  

H 3.1. Does the site provide habitat for species valued in laws, regulations, or policies? Choose only the highest score 
that applies to the wetland being rated. 

Site meets ANY of the following criteria:  points = 2 

 It has 3 or more priority habitats within 100 m (see next page)                      

 It provides habitat for Threatened or Endangered species (any plant or animal on the state or federal lists)           

 It is mapped as a location for an individual WDFW priority species                               

 It is a Wetland of High Conservation Value as determined by the Department of Natural Resources 

 It has been categorized as an important habitat site in a local or regional comprehensive plan, in a 
Shoreline Master Plan, or in a watershed plan 

Site has 1 or 2 priority habitats (listed on next page) within 100 m points = 1 

Site does not meet any of the criteria above points = 0 

 

Rating of Value  If score is:       2 = H          1 = M          0 = L Record the rating on the first page                                                                                 
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WDFW Priority Habitats 
Priority habitats listed by WDFW (see complete descriptions of WDFW priority habitats, and the counties in which they can 
be found, in:  Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife. 2008.  Priority Habitat and Species List. Olympia, Washington. 
177 pp. http://wdfw.wa.gov/publications/00165/wdfw00165.pdf or access the list from here: 
http://wdfw.wa.gov/conservation/phs/list/) 

Count how many of the following priority habitats are within 330 ft (100 m) of the wetland unit:  NOTE:  This question is 
independent of the land use between the wetland unit and the priority habitat.  

 Aspen Stands:  Pure or mixed stands of aspen greater than 1 ac (0.4 ha). 
 

 Biodiversity Areas and Corridors:  Areas of habitat that are relatively important to various species of native fish and 
wildlife (full descriptions in WDFW PHS report). 
 

 Herbaceous Balds:  Variable size patches of grass and forbs on shallow soils over bedrock. 
 

 Old-growth/Mature forests:  Old-growth west of Cascade crest – Stands of at least 2 tree species, forming a multi-
layered canopy with occasional small openings; with at least 8 trees/ac (20 trees/ha ) > 32 in (81 cm) dbh or > 200 
years of age. Mature forests – Stands with average diameters exceeding 21 in (53 cm) dbh; crown cover may be less 
than 100%; decay, decadence, numbers of snags, and quantity of large downed material is generally less than that 
found in old-growth; 80-200 years old west of the Cascade crest. 
 

 Oregon White Oak:  Woodland stands of pure oak or oak/conifer associations where canopy coverage of the oak 
component is important (full descriptions in WDFW PHS report p. 158 – see web link above). 
 

 Riparian:  The area adjacent to aquatic systems with flowing water that contains elements of both aquatic and 
terrestrial ecosystems which mutually influence each other. 
 

 Westside Prairies:  Herbaceous, non-forested plant communities that can either take the form of a dry prairie or a wet 
prairie (full descriptions in WDFW PHS report p. 161 – see web link above). 
 

 Instream:  The combination of physical, biological, and chemical processes and conditions that interact to provide 
functional life history requirements for instream fish and wildlife resources. 
 

 Nearshore:  Relatively undisturbed nearshore habitats.  These include Coastal Nearshore, Open Coast Nearshore, and 
Puget Sound Nearshore. (full descriptions of habitats and the definition of relatively undisturbed are in WDFW report – 
see web link on previous page).  
 

 Caves:  A naturally occurring cavity, recess, void, or system of interconnected passages under the earth in soils, rock, 
ice, or other geological formations and is large enough to contain a human.  
 

 Cliffs:  Greater than 25 ft (7.6 m) high and occurring below 5000 ft elevation. 
 

 Talus: Homogenous areas of rock rubble ranging in average size 0.5 - 6.5 ft (0.15 - 2.0 m), composed of basalt, andesite, 
and/or sedimentary rock, including riprap slides and mine tailings. May be associated with cliffs. 
 

 Snags and Logs:  Trees are considered snags if they are dead or dying and exhibit sufficient decay characteristics to 
enable cavity excavation/use by wildlife. Priority snags have a diameter at breast height of > 20 in (51 cm) in western 
Washington and are > 6.5 ft (2 m) in height.  Priority logs are > 12 in (30 cm) in diameter at the largest end, and > 20 ft 
(6 m) long. 

Note: All vegetated wetlands are by definition a priority habitat but are not included in this list because they are addressed 
elsewhere.  
 

RR
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Appendix C  Plant Species Observations 

Plant species observed in the study area. 

Scientific Name Common Name Native/Introduced Indicator Status 
 Shrubs/Saplings 
Alnus rubra red alder N FAC 
Bellardia viscosa yellow glandweed N FAC 
Cornus alba (sericea) red-osier dogwood I FACW 
Crataegus monogyna English hawthorn I FAC 
Populus balsamifera black cottonwood N FAC 
Rosa nutkana Nootka rose N FAC 
Rubus bifrons (armeniacus) Himalayan blackberry I FAC 
Rubus laciniatus evergreen blackberry I FACU 
Salix sitchensis Sitka willow N FACW 
Sambucus racemosa red elderberry N FACU 
Spiraea douglasii Douglas spirea N FACW 
Symphoricarpos albus snowberry N FACU 
 Herbs 
Agrostis capillaris colonial bentgrass I FAC 
Agrostis gigantea black bent I FAC 
Agrostis sp. bentgrass I FAC 
Agrostis stolonifera creeping bentgrass I FAC 
Alopecurus geniculatus water foxtail I OBL 
Alopecurus pratensis meadow foxtail I FAC 
Anthoxanthum odoratum sweet vernalgrass I FACU 
Carex obnupta slough sedge N OBL 
Carex sp. Sedge species Unknown Unknown 
Cirsium arvense Canada thistle I FAC 
Cirsium vulgare bull thistle I FACU 
Dactylis glomerata orchardgrass I FACU 
Daucus carota Queen Anne's lace I FACU 
Epilobium ciliatum Watson's willowherb N FACW 
Equisetum arvense field horsetail N FAC 
Festuca rubra red fescue N/I FAC 
Holcus lanatus velvetgrass I FAC 
Hypericum perforatum St. John's wort I FACU 
Hypochaeris radicata hairy cat’s ears I FACU 
Juncus effusus soft rush N FACW 
Juncus ensifolius Swordleaf rush N FAC 
Leontodon saxatilis hairy hawkbit I FACU 
Leucanthemum vulgare ox-eye daisy I FACU 
Lotus corniculatus bird’s-foot trefoil I FAC 
Phalaris arundinacea reed canarygrass I FACW 
Plantago lanceolata English plantain I FACU 
Poa pratensis Kentucky bluegrass I FAC 
Poa sp. bluegrass N FAC 
Prunella vulgaris self-heal I FACU 
Pteridium aquilinum bracken fern N FACU 
Ranunculus repens creeping buttercup I FAC 
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Scientific Name Common Name Native/Introduced Indicator Status 
Ranunculus acris tall buttercup I FAC 
Rumex acetosella common sheep sorrel I FACU 
Rumex crispus curly dock I FAC 
Schedonorus arundinacea tall fescue I FAC 
Symphyotrichum subspicatum Douglas aster N FACW 
Tanacetum vulgare common tansy I FACU 
Taraxacum officinale common dandelion I FACU 
Urtica dioica stinging nettle N FAC 
Vicia sativa garden vetch I UPL 
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